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The Dread Line: the latest Liam Mulligan novel from award winning author Bruce DeSilva.Since
he got fired in spectacular fashion from his newspaper job last year, former investigative reporter
Liam Mulligan has been piecing together a new life--one that straddles both sides of the law.
He's getting some part-time work with his friend McCracken's detective agency. He's picking up
beer money by freelancing for a local news website. And he's looking after his semi-retired
mobster-friend's bookmaking business.But Mulligan still manages to find trouble. He's feuding
with a cat that keeps leaving its kills on his porch. He's obsessed with a baffling jewelry heist.
And he's enraged that someone in town is torturing animals. All this keeps distracting him from a
big case that needs his full attention. The New England Patriots, shaken by a series of murder
charges against a star player, have hired Mulligan and McCracken to investigate the background
of a college athlete they're thinking of drafting. At first, the job seems routine, but as soon as they
begin asking questions, they get push-back. The player, it seems, has something to hide--and
someone is willing to kill to make sure it remains secret.At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

"As someone who has used this book in the past, I know it is excellent for teaching medical
students. It also is reasonably priced for students who are dealing with the high cost of medical
education. The most valuable features are the excellent pictures and figures that enhance the
understanding of complex issues. Each chapter is followed by a few thought-provoking
questions that can be used during teaching to encourage deeper understanding of the
material.Although written for medical students in the first years of training, the book also is very
useful for students in advanced training such as residency or fellowships." - Rebecca T. Horvat,
PhD, D(ABMM)(University of Kansas Medical Center), from Doody's Reviews
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisTom
Doherty Associates ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases
and other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on the
author, click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you without Digital Rights
Management software (DRM) applied so that you can enjoy reading it on your personal devices.
This e-book is for your personal use only. You may not print or post this e-book, or make this e-
book publicly available in any way. You may not copy, reproduce, or upload this e-book, other
than to read it on one of your personal devices.Copyright infringement is against the law. If you
believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify
the publisher at: .For Mikaila, who came to us as a wary two-year-old and has grown into a
confident, strong-willed, open-minded, independent, and stunningly beautiful young woman. I
can’t wait to see what she does next.AUTHOR’S NOTEThis is a work of fiction. Although a few of
the characters are named after old friends, they bear scant resemblance to them. For example,
the real Marcus Eliason is a retired Associated Press journalist; he is not and has never been the
assistant director of player personnel for the New England Patriots. Several real people (Hello,
Bill Belichick) are mentioned in passing, but only a handful of them have speaking parts, and
those who do are allowed only a few sentences of fictional dialogue. My depictions of Rhode
Island history and geography are as accurate as I can make them, but I have played around a bit
with space and time. For example, Hopes, the newspaper bar where I drank years ago when I
wrote for The Providence Journal, is long gone, but I enjoyed resurrecting it for this story.
References to past scandals are largely factual, but the events investigated—and in some cases
perpetrated—by the main characters of this novel never happened. I made them up.1He was a
serial killer, but I didn’t hold that against him. It was just his nature. The way he killed irked me
some. His victims were all missing their heads. But what I couldn’t abide was his habit of using
my porch as a dump site.The first corpse appeared on a cool, damp September morning. I’d just
carried my second cup of coffee out the back door and settled into my Adirondack chair with the
daily newspaper. As I read, I was vaguely aware of the cries of the gulls and the slap of the
waves against my dock. Then something red fluttered in my peripheral vision.Even without a
head, the victim was easy to identify. A northern cardinal. Either that or a scarlet tanager, but I
hadn’t spotted one of those in Rhode Island in years. This killer, I thought, preferred to slaughter
things that were beautiful. But his next two victims were moles. Then a wren, a starling, and a
field mouse.Like most predators, he clung to the shadows, but today I finally caught a glimpse of
him as he fled down my porch steps. A big tabby with a torn left ear and a matted coat. People
on the island take care of their pets, so this one had to be a stray. Or maybe it was feral. He’d left
me his latest victim, a full-grown rabbit.Cat the Ripper was escalating.I didn’t figure I’d be able
catch him, and reforming him was out of the question, but perhaps I could nudge him into
choosing another disposal site. It was time to get a dog.* * *I was on my laptop, checking out



the offerings from the Animal Rescue League of Southern Rhode Island, when Johnny Rivers
belted out “Secret Agent Man,” my ringtone for Bruce McCracken, the boss man at McCracken &
Associates Confidential Investigative Services. “Associates” was an exaggeration because I was
the only one—and I was part-time.“You busy?” he asked.“I am.”“With what?”“Shopping for a
dog.”“Yeah? I got an ex-con pal who needs a new home for his two-year-old
Rottweiler.”“Why?”“Says he’s getting too aggressive.”“No thanks,” I said.“Don’t tell me you want a
damned punt dog.”“What’s a punt dog?”“A little shit you can dropkick fifty yards.”“Oh, hell no,” I
said. “I want a pooch big enough to knock me down when I come home. But I’d prefer one
without a record.”“I don’t think Bandit’s bitten anybody yet.”“Maybe so, but with a name like that,
he’s destined for a life of crime.”“Speaking of crime,” McCracken said, “we’ve been retained to
look into a major one.”“Oh?”“Seems somebody knocked over the Pell Savings and Trust branch
on the island.”“When was this?”“Three weeks ago.”“What? How come I haven’t heard about
it?”“Because armed robbery is bad for business,” he said. “The bank’s trying to keep it under
wraps.”“They did call the police, right?”“Oh, sure.”“And?”“And they’re not happy with the lack of
progress from the, quote, hick Jamestown PD.”“Bank robbery is a federal crime,” I said. “Isn’t the
FBI involved?”“An agent from the Providence office took a report, but you know how it is these
days. If it’s not terrorism, the feds aren’t much interested.”“How much did the bank lose?”“I don’t
have any details,” he said. “Mildred Carson, the branch manager, wants a face-to-face.”“Did you
say Mildred?”“I did.”“There are still people named Mildred?”“At least one, anyway. So can you
handle this or not?”“Gonna reimburse me for mileage?”“Mulligan, you live in
Jamestown.”“So?”“So the whole damn island is only one mile wide.”“Yeah,” I said, “but it’s nine
miles long.”Jamestown, population 5,405 in winter and about twice that in summer, is the lone
municipality on the island of Conanicut, which basks like a harbor seal at the entrance to
Narragansett Bay. I was keeping house this year in a five-room cottage situated on two acres of
meadow along the island’s north shore, just a ten-minute drive from Newport’s mansions and
forty-five minutes south of McCracken’s office in downtown Providence. I’d bought the place last
spring, about nine months after I lost my job as a reporter for the dying Providence Dispatch.
The little house needed work, but it was a step up from my old digs in a squalid Providence triple-
decker.My new job with McCracken seldom paid enough to meet the mortgage, and the loose
change I picked up freelancing for The Ocean State Rag, a local news Web site, barely covered
my cigar and Irish whiskey habits. But for the first time in my forty-five years of life, I had a little
money left at the end of the month. Before he retired to Florida last year, my old friend Dominic
“Whoosh” Zerilli had taken pity on me and made me a silent partner in his bookmaking
racket.After two decades as an investigative reporter for Rhode Island’s biggest newspaper, it
felt odd to be living above the poverty line. It felt even odder to be a lawbreaker. But the way I
saw it, I wasn’t breaking any important ones.2Mildred Carson sat behind a glass–top desk in an
office the size of a motel bathroom. I put her at thirty-five years old, with watery blue eyes and a
Viking helmet of straw-colored hair. A pair of eyeglasses with purple frames hung by a chain and
fell between swollen breasts draped in a violet maternity dress. She looked to be about fifteen



months pregnant.“I was expecting Mr. McCracken,” she said.“Really? I was thinking it might be
twins.”She frowned and drummed her fingers on the desk. I waited a beat for any sign of
amusement. Seeing none, I added, “I am Mr. McCracken’s associate.”“May I see your
credentials?’I opened my wallet, slid out my PI license, and dropped it on the desk. She put on
her glasses and took half a minute to examine it.“Mr. Mulligan,” she said, “what I am about to
share with you must remain strictly confidential.”“So I’ve been told.”She removed the glasses
and took another half minute to study me. “May I count on your discretion?”“Sure thing. Long as I
can stay sober.”She arched one painted-on eyebrow. “I do hope that was another attempt at
humor.”“That makes two of us,” I said, and flashed a grin that could charm the bloomers off a
Bible-thumper. She returned it with a scowl.“I have no patience for banter, Mr. Mulligan. Can I
trust you with this or not?”“Your secrets are safe with me.”“Your firm came highly recommended,”
she said, “so perhaps I can make allowances for your lame comedy routine.”“Lame? Perhaps I
should fire my writers.”The corners of her mouth twitched as if she were fighting off a smile.
Maybe I was growing on her. “Then let’s proceed,” she said. “Where would you like me to
begin?”“As the King said to Alice, ‘Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end.
Then stop.’”She furrowed her brow at the allusion. Then it came to her. “Lewis Carroll?”“Yes.”“My,
my. A gumshoe who reads.”“I’m full of surprises, Mrs. Carson. I can even count to ten.”She did
smile this time, displaying a row of small bleached teeth. “The beginning would be quarter past
nine on the morning of September eighth, when one of our most valued customers, a gentleman
who lives in an estate off Highland Drive, entered the bank.”“You mean one of those mansions
on the island’s south shore? The ones with a view of the Castle Hill Lighthouse?”“Yes. One of
those.”“What’s the gentleman’s name?”“I’d prefer not to identify him unless it becomes
absolutely necessary.”I chose to let that pass for now. “So what happened next?”“He crossed the
lobby to the desk of our assistant manager, Belinda Veiga, and requested access to his safe
deposit box. Miss Veiga had him sign and date the signature card, and together they stepped
into the vault. They located the correct box number and inserted their keys. As Miss Veiga
removed the tray, a man entered the vault, pointed a handgun at them, and ordered them to
remain silent.”“Hold on,” I said. “Did you witness any of this?”“No. I am merely repeating what the
gentleman and Miss Veiga related to me and to the police.”“Then if you don’t mind, I’d prefer to
hear Miss Veiga tell it.”Carson nodded, picked up the phone, and asked her to join us.Belinda
Veiga stood about five feet four, with black dreads that bounced on the shoulders of a pearl-gray
business suit. She looked to be in her mid-twenties. Judging by her brandy-colored skin and
Portuguese surname, she was among several thousand Rhode Islanders whose ancestors
hailed from the Cape Verde Islands off the west coast of Africa. The woman I’d been getting
naked with had taken a temporary out-of-state job this year, but that didn’t mean I was in the
market. Still, I glanced at Veiga’s left hand out of habit. No ring. As she slid into the office’s other
visitor’s chair and crossed her legs, I tried not to stare. I was not successful.The bank manager
handled the introductions and explained why I was there. Veiga sighed audibly.“Tired of
repeating the story?” I asked.“Uh-huh. And tired of reliving that day.”“You must have been very



frightened.”“Yes.”“I’m sorry to put you through this again Miss Veiga, but I assure you it’s
necessary. Can you start with when you first sensed something was amiss?”She paused for a
few seconds to gather her thoughts. “As I turned to hand the safe deposit box tray to the
customer, I saw him stiffen. That’s when I turned toward the vault door and saw the man with the
gun.”“Did he speak?’“Not at first. He just put a finger to his lips and went shhhhh.”“Can you
describe him?”“Not really. He was wearing a ski mask.”“What color was the
mask?”“Black.”“Could you tell his race?”“White, I think.”“Eye color?”“I don’t know.”“How
tall?”“About a foot taller than me.”“Thin? Fat?”“Not obese. Other than that, I couldn’t say.”“Why
not?”“He was wearing a loose-fitting sweatshirt.”“A hoodie?”“I didn’t notice a hood.”“What color
was the sweatshirt?”“Mustard colored.”“Yellow mustard or brown mustard?”“Brown.”“Any
lettering on it?”“I don’t think so.”“What else did he have on?”“Blue jeans, I think.”“Hard shoes?
Sneakers?”“I didn’t look at his shoes.”“Any visible scars or tattoos?”“Not that I could see.”“Rings
on his fingers?”She shrugged. “He might have been wearing gloves, but I’m not sure. It was hard
to take my eyes off the gun.”“What kind of a gun was it?”“I don’t know anything about
firearms.”“Was it a big hand cannon like Dirty Harry carried? Or a small one that fit neatly in his
hand?”“Small.”“A revolver or an automatic?”She gave me a blank look.“Mrs. Carson,” I said,
“could you please type ‘images of handguns’ into Google, click on the first listing, and show the
results to Miss Veiga?”She did, turning the computer screen so the assistant manager could see
it.“Like this one,” Veiga said, pointing to a revolver. “But shorter, I think.”“Okay, then. What
happened next?”“The man told me to put the tray down on the metal table we have in the vault.
Then he handed me a roll of duct tape and ordered me to bind the customer’s hands.”“In front or
in back?”“He didn’t say.”“So what did you do?” I asked.“I bound them in front.”“Did the customer
say anything or try to resist in any way?”“No. I think he was even more afraid than I was. His
hands were trembling.”“What did you use to cut the tape?”“My teeth.”“And then?”“He ordered me
to put tape over the customer’s eyes. When that was done, he put tape over my eyes, too.”“Did
he bind your wrists?”“No.”“Huh.… I wonder why.”“I have no idea.”“Perhaps he didn’t consider you
a threat.”“Sure,” she said. “That makes sense.”“What did his voice sound like?”“I never heard him
speak normally. He just whispered.”“Then what happened?”“I heard some rustling and clinking
sounds. I assume that was him removing the contents from the box.”“And then?”“He told us to
remain in the vault and count slowly to one hundred.”“Did you?”“Yes.”“And when you were
done?”“I peeled the tape off of my eyes. The masked man was gone.”“Along with the contents of
the box?” I asked.“Yes.”“How long would you say the whole thing lasted?”“Maybe three or four
minutes.”“What had been inside the box, Miss Veiga?”“I never saw, but I understand the
customer has provided a list to the police.”“What did you do next?”“I rushed into the lobby to
sound the alarm. Then I fetched a pair of scissors from my desk, returned to the vault, and cut
the tape from the customer’s hands.”“Thank you, Miss Veiga,” I said. “We’re done for now.”When
she was gone, I asked Carson why the “gentleman” had wanted access to his safe deposit box
that morning.“He was returning a diamond and emerald necklace that he normally stores in our
vault. He had taken it from his box the previous Friday afternoon so his wife could wear it to a



weekend society event in Newport.”“What event would that be?”“I don’t know.”“Was there a bank
guard on duty in the lobby on the morning of the robbery?”“There was.”“Really? Most small
branch offices don’t have them.”“Wealthy clients who summer on the island seem to find their
presence reassuring.”“The guard’s name?”“Owen McGowan.”“A retired cop?”“Yes.”“Did he
notice anything suspicious?”“No.”“He didn’t see an unauthorized person walk into the vault?”“He
wasn’t watching the vault. He was at his post by the front door, keeping an eye on the teller
windows.”“Because bank stickups normally happen there?”“We’d never been robbed before,”
she said, “but I’ve been told that is the case.”“Think McGowan was hungover?”“Why on earth
would you ask that?”“September eighth was the day after Labor Day,” I said. “The holiday is one
of the booziest of the year. I for one got totally wasted.”“I believe Mr. McGowan was in full
command of his faculties.”“Then why do you suppose he failed to notice a man in a ski
mask?”“The gunman didn’t pull it on until he stepped into the vault.”“You know this how?” I
asked.“From our surveillance cameras.”“Did they capture the guy’s face as he passed through
the lobby?”“No. He knew how to turn his head to avoid them. And when he passed directly in
front of one of them, he held a handkerchief over his nose as if he were fighting a cold.”“May I
review the surveillance video?”“The police have it,” she said.“Is there video from inside the
vault?”“No. There aren’t any cameras there.”“Why not?”“Safe deposit box customers expect a
measure of privacy. Would you care to speak with Mr. McGowan?”“Maybe later.” I sat silently and
thought for a moment.“Doesn’t this robbery strike you as awfully high-risk?”“How so?” she
asked.“What if another employee had stepped into the vault when it was going down?”“It’s
against policy for anyone else to enter the vault when a safe deposit box is being opened.” She
paused for a beat, then added, “I guess the robber must have known that, too.”“Maybe so,” I said.
“What did he manage to steal?”“Jewelry. Very valuable pieces, as I understand it. The customer
has provided a list, along with photographs of each item, to the police.”“Including the necklace
the customer was returning to the box?”“Yes,” she said. “The robber removed it from the
customer’s suit jacket pocket.”“Interesting. That suggests he knew it was there.”“So it would
seem,” she said.“And the customer’s name?’“Why?”“Obviously I need to talk to him.”“I’m not at
liberty,” she said, “but I can ask if he would be willing to meet with you.”“Could you call him now,
please?”“If you would step out for a moment,” she said.So I did, taking a seat in one of the
visitor’s chairs in the bank lobby.It felt good to finally have an interesting case. Until now, my work
for McCracken had consisted of delivering summonses in civil suits, investigating employee
pilfering at a Walmart, doing background checks on a handful of Raytheon Company job
applicants, and tracking down a couple of sad sacks who were delinquent on their child support
payments. I was still reveling in my good fortune when Mrs. Carson stepped out of the office and
tapped me on the shoulder.“I’m sorry,” she said. “The customer declined your request for an
audience.”“An audience? Is that your word or his?”“His.”“Who the hell does he think he is, Prince
Charles?”3Mister Ed, my year–old metallic–blue Ford Mustang, taunted me whenever I flouted
Rhode Island tradition and obeyed the speed limit. He was doing it now, his 420-horsepower five-
liter V-8 neighing “Chicken!” as I dawdled across Narragansett Bay’s west passage on the



majestic Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge. I cranked up the volume on the sound system and let B.
B. King’s guitar drown him out. I was as big a scofflaw as anyone, but with the top down on this
fine fall afternoon, I saw no reason to hurry.When the bridge disappeared in my rearview mirror, I
swerved south on Tower Hill Road and headed for Curtis Corner in the sleepy village of Peace
Dale. It was more than a year since I’d been down this way, and I was surprised by what I found.
Judging by the look of its new home, the Animal Rescue League of Southern Rhode Island had
found some generous benefactors.I pushed through the front door and strolled past a wall of
glass. Behind it, a space larger than my sitting room was crawling with cats. A few other felines
peeked out from the bars of wire cages, perhaps because they were recovering from injuries,
perhaps because they were bad-tempered.Just ahead, a young woman in a peasant blouse, her
auburn hair pulled back in a ponytail, sat behind a receptionist’s desk. She rose to greet
me.“Good morning, sir,” she said. “I’m Tracy O’Malley, the shelter manager. Is this your first visit
to our new facility?”“It is.”“Impressed?”“I am. It’s swankier than the Atlantic House hotel.”She
laughed. “The building is six thousand square feet. We have individual kennels for dogs, a
quarantine area, a community meeting room, a food preparation space, offices on the second
floor, and a grassy, fenced yard where dogs can socialize outside. Oh, and I believe you’ve seen
our cat playroom.”“Sweet,” I said. “How much did all this cost?”“One point eight million.”I whistled.
“How’d you manage to pay for all this, Ms. O’Malley?”“Oh, please. Call me Tracy. About a third of
the money was bequeathed to us in the will of a local animal lover. The rest came from a fund-
raising campaign.”I raised an eyebrow.“When it comes to homeless animals,” she said, “people
can be very giving. Would you like a tour?”“What I’d like,” I said, “is to find a good dog.”She
beamed and said, “Please come with me.”We turned and entered a large airy space lined with
windows on the right and a long row of roomy wire dog kennels on the left. The occupants
started yipping.Tracy stood near the doorway and watched me as I strolled slowly past the
kennels. About a third of the dogs appeared to be purebreds. A few were pups, but most looked
full-grown. Only the golden retriever was an old-timer, the hair around his muzzle geezer-white.
They all looked healthy and well cared for. The ASPCA wouldn’t be shooting any of those
mournful animal cruelty TV commercials here, I thought.When I got to the end of the line, I
turned back and squatted beside a kennel that caged a well-muscled mutt who looked vaguely
like a German shepherd.“Hello, girl,” I said.She whined, wagged her tail, and pressed her muzzle
against the wire.I talked quietly to her for a while, then moved to a cage that held a huge dog
with a large head and a barrel chest. He was mostly black with a white blaze, chest, and paws
and with rust-colored markings on his legs and along the sides of his mouth. Before I could
squat, he reared up on his hind legs, braced front paws the size of oven mitts on the wire, and
stared into my eyes.“Who’s this guy, Tracy?”“That’s Brady,” she said. “He’s a Berner. A Bernese
mountain dog. We don’t often get one of those here.”“Named after Tom Brady?”“Could be. He
already had the name when we got him.”“Hi, Brady,” I said. He stuck a tongue that Kiss’s lead
singer would envy through the wire and tried to lick me.“I take it you want a big dog,” she said.“I
do.”“Then you should also take a look at Rondo.”“Named after Rajon Rondo?”“Yeah. I stuck him



with that. I’m a big Celtics fan, and I was really mad when they traded him to the Mavericks.”“He
doesn’t look very big,” I said as I squatted in front of his kennel.“He will be. Probably bigger than
the Berner. He’s only ten weeks old. Just look at the size of those paws.”She unlatched the
kennel door and reached for him. Rondo retreated a couple of steps and yapped at her. After a
moment, he cautiously approached the door and stuck his head out. He was mostly black with a
white blaze, a white chest and legs, a shawl of black-and-white mottling across the shoulders,
and an amoeba-shaped patch of white on his rump.“What kind of dog is he?” I asked.“He’s a
mixed breed.”“A mix of what?”“If I had to guess, I’d say his mother was a Newfoundland and his
father was a brontosaurus.”Rondo was venturing out of the cage now. I noticed that he had
another splash of white at the tip of his tail. He looked up at me with a goofy grin and wagged
that tail with enough torque to bash a baseball over Fenway Park’s green monster. Then he
crawled into my lap and pressed his muzzle against my chest.“A marriage made in heaven?”
Tracy asked.“Except for one thing,” I said.“What?”“A huge stray tabby has been leaving his kills
on my porch. I’m looking for a dog who can discourage him, but until Rondo gets bigger, he’s just
going to look like prey.”Tracy folded her arms across her chest and gave me a stern look. “Is that
the only reason you want a dog?”“Of course not. I’ve been wanting to get one ever since I moved
into a house on Jamestown last April.”“You want the Berner, then?”“I’m thinking on it.”“He’s a
beautiful boy,” she said. “The George Clooney of dogs. Why don’t you take him for a walk in the
yard, see how you get along?”So I did. I promptly discovered that Brady knew how to come, sit,
and stay and that he loved playing tug-of-war with a pull toy made of rope. When he exhausted
me with his pulling, I decided to teach him how to high-five. He mastered it in less than ten
minutes. The whole time we were together, his eyes rarely left mine.Nearly an hour passed
before Tracy ventured out to see how we were doing.“How old is he?” I asked.“Six months and a
few days.”“So he’s going to get bigger?”“Oh, sure. He weighs about seventy-five pounds now.
When he’s full grown at eighteen months, he should be a good hundred and twenty. Maybe
more.”“I want him,” I said as I led the big guy inside. “I’ll take good care of him, Tracy. I
promise.”“We’ll see,” she said.She put Brady back inside his kennel, led me upstairs to her
office, and handed me a form containing fifteen personal questions designed to determine my
fitness as a pet owner.“I just want a dog,” I said. “I’m not trying to adopt a baby.”She laughed as if
she thought I was kidding. “After you fill this out,” she said, “I’d like to pay a visit to your home to
make sure it’s suitable for such a large animal.”“Okay,” I said, and got to work on the form.When I
was done, she gave it a quick once-over. “You’re a private detective?” she asked.
“Really?”“Really.”“Normally, we require a donation of a hundred and fifty dollars for a purebred
dog,” she said, “but if you’re willing to look into something for us, I could waive the fee.”“Look into
what?”“Please come with me,” she said.I followed her downstairs to the quarantine area, where
she opened a wire crate and coaxed its occupant out onto the floor.“Oh, God,” I said.She was
about the size of a collie, her body wrapped in a bright yellow bandage and her head encased in
a plastic cone to stop her from tearing the dressing off.“What happened to her?” I
asked.“Somebody doused her with a flammable liquid and set her on fire.”“How bad is it?”“She



has second- and third-degree burns over thirty percent of her body,” she said. “And she lost her
left eye.”“Will she live?”“Too early to say.”“Where and when did this happen, Tracy?”“Last
Thursday at Fort Wetherill State Park in Jamestown. She’d be dead already if she hadn’t dashed
into the surf to douse the flames. A passerby found her whimpering on the rocks and brought her
here.”“Who the hell would do something like this?”“That,” she said, “is what I’m hoping you can
find out.”“Aren’t the police looking into it?”“Yes, but it doesn’t seem to be a high priority for them.”I
took out my cell phone and snapped a photo of the victim. “Okay, then,” I said. “I’ll see what I can
do.”“And Mr. Mulligan?”“Yes?”“She’s the third one on the island since late August. The other two
didn’t make it.”I knelt on the floor and looked into the wounded dog’s one good eye. “What’s her
name?” I asked.“We’re calling her Crispy.”I raised an eyebrow at that.“When you deal with this
kind of viciousness,” Tracy said, “a little black humor helps get you through the day.”“If I
remember correctly,” I said, “you can get two years in prison and be fined up to a thousand
dollars for animal cruelty in Rhode Island.”“Yes, but the creeps usually get off with a two-hundred-
dollar fine.”I looked down at the broken dog as she struggled to wag her tail. “That,” I said, “isn’t
nearly enough.”4“Jamestown PD. Officer Clark speaking.”“Good morning, Officer. Is Chief
Ragsdale in?”“Who’s asking?”“My name is Mulligan. I’m a private detective.”“Does he know
you?”“We’re old friends,” I lied.“He’s not in his office right now, but I can take a message.”“Know
where I can find him?”“I imagine he’s having lunch at the usual place.”“What place would that
be?”“If he’s a friend of yours, you wouldn’t have to ask.”“I said old friend. It’s been a while since I
got in touch.”“Try the Narragansett Café,” he said. “The chef, Mike Watson, serves the best
burgers in the state.”“Okay, thanks.”I drove to the island’s quaint three-block commercial strip on
Narragansett Avenue, parked in front of the barn-red café, and pushed through the front door. To
my right, a half dozen people sat on stools arranged around a large, oblong bar. By the back
wall, two middle-aged women were playing eight ball on a green felt pool table. To my left, a
dozen diners hunched over rude wooden tables laden with crab cakes, burgers, and fries.
Behind them, an empty bandstand.The dark wood-paneled walls were plastered with posters
trumpeting the virtues of the Tim Taylor Blues Band, Big Cat Blues, Sarah and the Tall Boys, and
a bunch of other acts I’d never heard of. A dry-erase board listed coming attractions. Roomful of
Blues, my favorite New England band, was scheduled for Saturday night.My eyes roamed over
the clientele. All wore civilian clothes, mostly shorts and cargo pants, but only one, a tall lanky
dude in a Hawaiian shirt, had a semi-auto strapped to his hip. He clutched a cheeseburger in
one big red hand and a half-full glass of beer in the other.I wandered over to the bar and studied
the logos on the tap handles: Blue Moon, Buzzards Bay, and Samuel Adams. “A Sam Adams
draft, please,” I said. “And a glass of whatever Chief Ragsdale is having.”The bartender drew my
beer, filled another glass with Blue Moon, and stuck an orange slice on the rim. I tossed twelve
bucks on the bar, wound my way between the diners, and clunked the drinks on the table where
the chief was eating alone.“Mind if I join you?”He turned his steel-gray eyes on me, then glanced
around the room. “There’s plenty of empty stools at the bar, bud.”“True,” I said, “but I’m in a mood
for conversation.”“That’s what bartenders are for.”“What’s the barkeep’s name?”“Lyle.”“Hey, Lyle,”



I shouted. “Heard anything about the armed robbery at the Pell Savings and Trust?”The
murmuring from the diners faded, and all eyes turned toward me.“Jesus!” Ragsdale said. “Shut
the hell up and sit your ass down.”So I did.The chief drained his beer, reached for the fresh one
I’d bought him, and gave me a hard look. “Who the hell are you, and how do you know about the
incident at the bank?”“Love the shirt,” I said. “Is that standard issue at the Jamestown PD?”“I
asked you a question, bud. And keep your voice down.”I opened my wallet, slid out my PI
license, and tossed it on the table. He glanced at it, not bothering to pick it up.“Huh.… Who hired
you?”“The bank manager.”“Why?’“Apparently she’s not satisfied with the progress of your
investigation.”“Me neither,” he said.“So you’re nowhere on this?”“Didn’t say that.”“What can you
tell me?”“Not a damn thing till I have you checked out.”I nodded.Ragsdale slid a cell phone from
his shirt pocket and hit speed dial. “Clark? It’s the chief. Got a few minutes to run a check for me?
… The name is Liam S. A. Mulligan. Claims he’s an operative for McCracken and Associates,
some PI outfit up in Providence.… Oh, he told you that, did he?… Hell, no. I just met the asshole.
Ring me back when you’ve got something.”He ended the call, scowled at me, went back to his
burger, and munched in silence. After five minutes or so, I returned to the bar and ordered us
both another round. By the time I got back to the table, the chief had downed the first beer I’d
bought him and hauled himself to his feet.“Clark says you check out,” he said. “Meet me at the
station in thirty minutes.”I sat down and took my time with the Sam Adams. When it was gone, I
tried a sip of the Blue Moon, got up, and walked out, leaving the fruity wheat beer on the table.*
* *Ragsdale leaned back in his fake-leather office chair and thunked his sky-blue Converse All
Stars on his desk blotter. The only other items on the desk were a laptop, a family photo, and a
Spanish cedar humidor.“So?” I said.“So I’m trying to decide whether you’re gonna be helpful or
just another pain in my ass.”I slipped a San Cristóbal de la Habana from my shirt pocket and
placed it on the desk. He reached for it, studied the gold-and-brown cigar band, and raised an
eyebrow.“Damn,” he said. “Been a long time since I smoked a Cuban. Where do you get
these?”“Sorry, Chief. I never betray a source.”“Good to know. What do you need from me?”“For
starters, a peek at the incident report and witness statements.”He opened a drawer, extracted a
file, and slid it across the desk. “Take a seat in the hall, look it over, and bring it back when you’re
done.”So that’s what I did. The paperwork told me nothing I didn’t already know. The list of stolen
items was not in the file, and the name of the victim had been redacted with a black
marker.“Questions?” Ragsdale asked as I reentered his office.“Who’s the victim?”“A filthy-rich
dude who values his privacy.”“I already gathered that.”“The bank manager wouldn’t give you the
name?”“Nope.”“Neither will I,” he said.“The guy must have a lot of pull around here.”“He
does.”“Got any leads?”“Nothing solid.”“How much is the stolen jewelry worth?”“Do I look like a
fucking appraiser to you?”“I’m told you have photos. Can I get a look at them?”“No can
do.”“Come on, Chief. Give me something to go on.”“Why should I?”“Because I’m good at what I
do—and because some of the people who talk to me would never spill anything to a
cop.”Ragsdale took a moment to think that over. Then he nodded, fished a cigar cutter from his
shirt pocket, and clipped the tip from the Cuban.“Tell you what,” he said. “I’m gonna step outside



and have me a smoke. It’s a big cigar, so I won’t be back for a good forty-five minutes. While I’m
gone, don’t you go peeking at what I’ve got in my top right-hand desk drawer.”“I wouldn’t dream
of it.”He rose, tossed me a conspiratorial grin, and shut the door on his way out.I sat behind the
desk, opened the drawer, and found an unsealed, letter-size envelope. Inside was a flash drive. I
slid it into one of the laptop’s USB ports and flipped through twenty-six color photos of what
appeared to be very expensive pieces of women’s jewelry. I inserted the thumb drive I carry on
my key ring into the computer and copied the files. Then I rummaged through the chief’s
humidor, extracted a Perdomo torpedo, and notched the tip with my cutter.I set fire to it, put my
feet up on the desk, and blew a smoke ring at the ceiling. I’d smoked the cigar down to the band
by the time the chief came through the door.“What the hell do you think you’re doing, Mulligan?
Don’t you know there’s a state law against smoking in public buildings?”“Must have slipped my
mind.”“Toss me another San Cristóbal, and maybe I’ll let it slide.”“Sorry, Chief. I don’t have any
more on me.”“Then get your bony ass out of my chair.”As he reclaimed his seat, I plopped into
the visitor’s chair across from his desk. He glared at me and raised an eyebrow.“Something else
I can help you with?”“There is. What can you tell me about a dog named Crispy?”5Next morning,
I scraped a headless gull from my porch, dropped it into a plastic grocery bag, and tossed it into
my trash can. Then I settled into my Adirondack with the morning’s second cup of coffee and
watched a tanker plow its way through the chop toward the Port of Providence.I was idly
wondering what the tabby was doing with the all those heads when the intercom buzzed.
Someone was seeking admittance at the electronic gate I’d had installed at the top of my
driveway. The rich aren’t the only ones who value their privacy. Bookmakers do, too.Going off the
grid is next to impossible in our interconnected world, but I wasn’t about to make it easy for
strangers to nose around in my business. I used the detective agency as my mailing address,
registered my car under the company name, made most purchases with cash, and stuck to
untraceable prepaid cell phones. According to the Jamestown tax rolls, my cottage was owned
by a shell corporation with no paper trail leading back to me. I’d told only a handful of people
where I lived.I entered the kitchen, tapped the call button on the wireless intercom, ascertained
the name of the visitor, and punched the remote to open the gate. I closed it a moment later
when I heard tires crunch on my long crushed-stone drive. I’d just stepped back outside when a
red Mazda CX-5 braked to a stop behind my Mustang, and Tracy, the woman from the animal
shelter, climbed out.As I skipped down the porch steps to greet her, she gave me a wave,
opened the rear hatch, and let Brady leap out. The big guy raised his nose and sniffed the air.
Then he bounded off at full gallop, scattering a covey of quail in the meadow of saw grass and
wildflowers I left unmowed in the long stretch between the street and the house.“Good morning,
Mr. Mulligan.”“Drop the ‘mister,’ and just call me Mulligan.”“Not Liam?”“Never.”“But why? It’s a
lovely name.”“Bad memories,” I said. “I was named after my grandfather, a Providence policeman
who was shot dead on the job.”“Oh! I’m so sorry.”“It was a long time ago, Tracy.”As we climbed
the stairs to the porch, Brady barked. He sounded joyful.“Let’s let him run for a while,” she said.
“He didn’t have much chance to do that at the shelter.”“Can I get you a cup of coffee?”“No, thank



you. Do you mind if I have a look around?”Before I could answer, she opened the screen door
and stepped into the kitchen. I sat back in the porch chair and let her prowl the house. It was a
good ten minutes before she returned.“I noticed your gun case,” she said, a note of disapproval
in her voice. “Two handguns and a shotgun. Do you hunt?”“Only humans.”“Well, then,” she said.
“This is certainly a fine place for a big dog, but I do have a concern. The property is fenced on
three sides, but there’s no barrier between the house and the water.”As if to make her point,
Brady tore around the corner of the house and dashed down the steep grade to my dock, where
the twenty-six-foot Sundowner I’d picked up secondhand was tied up. He stared into the water
for a moment and then plunged in.“I doubt the big guy’s going to drown, Tracy.”“Of course not.
But he could come out of the water half a mile from here.”“Brady, come!” I shouted. He paddled
to shore, shook himself, climbed onto the porch, and sat on my feet, soaking my Reeboks.I
plucked the cell phone from my pocket and placed a call. “Eddie? It’s Mulligan. Yeah, the electric
gate is working fine, but I’ve got another job. Can you run about two hundred feet of chain link
across the back of my property between the house and the water? And I’ll need a gate big
enough to tow my boat through. Sometime next month would be great. Thanks.”“Okay, then,”
Tracy said. “You’ve got yourself a dog.”“Thank you.”“What about Crispy? Have you made any
progress?”“The police chief showed me what he has on the three dog burnings, but it isn’t
much,” I said. “Apparently no one saw anything.”“Is he going to do something about it?”“Not
much he can do unless a witness comes forward the next time somebody torches a pooch.
Chief Ragsdale is mad as hell about this, Tracy. He likes dogs. Has two Border collies of his own.
But you were right. It’s not a high priority for him.”“Is there anything you can do?”“No guarantees,
but I’m going to look into it.”“How?”“Creeps who torture animals are usually teenagers,” I said.
“When they get older and wiser, most of them stop because they’re afraid of getting
caught.”“What about the ones who don’t stop?”“Some of them graduate to human
prey.”“Jesus!”“Yeah.”“How does knowing that help us?”“Maybe I can get some of the kids around
town to talk to me. One of them might have heard something.”“Forgive me for being blunt,” she
said, “but are you really going to do this, or are you just trying to get out of paying the hundred
and fifty dollars for Brady?”I opened my wallet and drew out three hundred in cash. “Here,” I said.
“Use this to help pay Crispy’s vet bills.”* * *When she was gone, Johnny Rivers heralded a call
from McCracken.“Morning, boss.”“Any progress on the bank heist?”“A little,” I said, and filled him
in. “The gunman knew how to avoid the security cameras, so he must have spent some time
casing the place.”“Or had an accomplice do it for him,” he said. “Be good if you could wrap this
one up quick, because we just landed a major client.”“And who would that be?”“The New
England Patriots.”“Really? What do they want?”“Don’t know yet. A couple of front-office types
are coming down for a meet early Monday afternoon. Can you make it?”“Wouldn’t miss it.”After
we finished up, I sat at my desk and printed the color photos I’d downloaded from Ragsdale’s
computer. Then I carried my laptop out to the porch and did an online search for society events
held in Newport the weekend before the bank heist.I found only one, a fund-raising soiree for the
Newport Preservation Society. It had been held at the Breakers, the seventy-room monument to



bad taste and conspicuous consumption that New York Central Railroad chairman Cornelius
Vanderbilt II erected in the 1890s.Attendees and the organization’s official photographer had
posted a lot of photos. As I flipped through them, Brady climbed onto the porch and rested his
head in my lap. It took me nearly a half hour to find what I was looking for.6“I directed that bitch
not to give you my name,” Ellington Cargill said.“Directed? Unless you own Pell Savings and
Trust, Mildred Carson doesn’t work for you.”“It’s not currently among my holdings,” Cargill said,
“but perhaps I should arrange a hostile takeover so I can have the pleasure of discharging
her.”“Don’t bother,” I said. “I didn’t get your name from her.”Begin ReadingTable of
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Although a few of the characters are named after old friends, they bear scant resemblance to
them. For example, the real Marcus Eliason is a retired Associated Press journalist; he is not and
has never been the assistant director of player personnel for the New England Patriots. Several
real people (Hello, Bill Belichick) are mentioned in passing, but only a handful of them have
speaking parts, and those who do are allowed only a few sentences of fictional dialogue. My
depictions of Rhode Island history and geography are as accurate as I can make them, but I
have played around a bit with space and time. For example, Hopes, the newspaper bar where I
drank years ago when I wrote for The Providence Journal, is long gone, but I enjoyed



resurrecting it for this story. References to past scandals are largely factual, but the events
investigated—and in some cases perpetrated—by the main characters of this novel never
happened. I made them up.AUTHOR’S NOTEThis is a work of fiction. Although a few of the
characters are named after old friends, they bear scant resemblance to them. For example, the
real Marcus Eliason is a retired Associated Press journalist; he is not and has never been the
assistant director of player personnel for the New England Patriots. Several real people (Hello,
Bill Belichick) are mentioned in passing, but only a handful of them have speaking parts, and
those who do are allowed only a few sentences of fictional dialogue. My depictions of Rhode
Island history and geography are as accurate as I can make them, but I have played around a bit
with space and time. For example, Hopes, the newspaper bar where I drank years ago when I
wrote for The Providence Journal, is long gone, but I enjoyed resurrecting it for this story.
References to past scandals are largely factual, but the events investigated—and in some cases
perpetrated—by the main characters of this novel never happened. I made them up.1He was a
serial killer, but I didn’t hold that against him. It was just his nature. The way he killed irked me
some. His victims were all missing their heads. But what I couldn’t abide was his habit of using
my porch as a dump site.The first corpse appeared on a cool, damp September morning. I’d just
carried my second cup of coffee out the back door and settled into my Adirondack chair with the
daily newspaper. As I read, I was vaguely aware of the cries of the gulls and the slap of the
waves against my dock. Then something red fluttered in my peripheral vision.Even without a
head, the victim was easy to identify. A northern cardinal. Either that or a scarlet tanager, but I
hadn’t spotted one of those in Rhode Island in years. This killer, I thought, preferred to slaughter
things that were beautiful. But his next two victims were moles. Then a wren, a starling, and a
field mouse.Like most predators, he clung to the shadows, but today I finally caught a glimpse of
him as he fled down my porch steps. A big tabby with a torn left ear and a matted coat. People
on the island take care of their pets, so this one had to be a stray. Or maybe it was feral. He’d left
me his latest victim, a full-grown rabbit.Cat the Ripper was escalating.I didn’t figure I’d be able
catch him, and reforming him was out of the question, but perhaps I could nudge him into
choosing another disposal site. It was time to get a dog.* * *I was on my laptop, checking out
the offerings from the Animal Rescue League of Southern Rhode Island, when Johnny Rivers
belted out “Secret Agent Man,” my ringtone for Bruce McCracken, the boss man at McCracken &
Associates Confidential Investigative Services. “Associates” was an exaggeration because I was
the only one—and I was part-time.“You busy?” he asked.“I am.”“With what?”“Shopping for a
dog.”“Yeah? I got an ex-con pal who needs a new home for his two-year-old
Rottweiler.”“Why?”“Says he’s getting too aggressive.”“No thanks,” I said.“Don’t tell me you want a
damned punt dog.”“What’s a punt dog?”“A little shit you can dropkick fifty yards.”“Oh, hell no,” I
said. “I want a pooch big enough to knock me down when I come home. But I’d prefer one
without a record.”“I don’t think Bandit’s bitten anybody yet.”“Maybe so, but with a name like that,
he’s destined for a life of crime.”“Speaking of crime,” McCracken said, “we’ve been retained to
look into a major one.”“Oh?”“Seems somebody knocked over the Pell Savings and Trust branch



on the island.”“When was this?”“Three weeks ago.”“What? How come I haven’t heard about
it?”“Because armed robbery is bad for business,” he said. “The bank’s trying to keep it under
wraps.”“They did call the police, right?”“Oh, sure.”“And?”“And they’re not happy with the lack of
progress from the, quote, hick Jamestown PD.”“Bank robbery is a federal crime,” I said. “Isn’t the
FBI involved?”“An agent from the Providence office took a report, but you know how it is these
days. If it’s not terrorism, the feds aren’t much interested.”“How much did the bank lose?”“I don’t
have any details,” he said. “Mildred Carson, the branch manager, wants a face-to-face.”“Did you
say Mildred?”“I did.”“There are still people named Mildred?”“At least one, anyway. So can you
handle this or not?”“Gonna reimburse me for mileage?”“Mulligan, you live in
Jamestown.”“So?”“So the whole damn island is only one mile wide.”“Yeah,” I said, “but it’s nine
miles long.”Jamestown, population 5,405 in winter and about twice that in summer, is the lone
municipality on the island of Conanicut, which basks like a harbor seal at the entrance to
Narragansett Bay. I was keeping house this year in a five-room cottage situated on two acres of
meadow along the island’s north shore, just a ten-minute drive from Newport’s mansions and
forty-five minutes south of McCracken’s office in downtown Providence. I’d bought the place last
spring, about nine months after I lost my job as a reporter for the dying Providence Dispatch.
The little house needed work, but it was a step up from my old digs in a squalid Providence triple-
decker.My new job with McCracken seldom paid enough to meet the mortgage, and the loose
change I picked up freelancing for The Ocean State Rag, a local news Web site, barely covered
my cigar and Irish whiskey habits. But for the first time in my forty-five years of life, I had a little
money left at the end of the month. Before he retired to Florida last year, my old friend Dominic
“Whoosh” Zerilli had taken pity on me and made me a silent partner in his bookmaking
racket.After two decades as an investigative reporter for Rhode Island’s biggest newspaper, it
felt odd to be living above the poverty line. It felt even odder to be a lawbreaker. But the way I
saw it, I wasn’t breaking any important ones.1He was a serial killer, but I didn’t hold that against
him. It was just his nature. The way he killed irked me some. His victims were all missing their
heads. But what I couldn’t abide was his habit of using my porch as a dump site.The first corpse
appeared on a cool, damp September morning. I’d just carried my second cup of coffee out the
back door and settled into my Adirondack chair with the daily newspaper. As I read, I was
vaguely aware of the cries of the gulls and the slap of the waves against my dock. Then
something red fluttered in my peripheral vision.Even without a head, the victim was easy to
identify. A northern cardinal. Either that or a scarlet tanager, but I hadn’t spotted one of those in
Rhode Island in years. This killer, I thought, preferred to slaughter things that were beautiful. But
his next two victims were moles. Then a wren, a starling, and a field mouse.Like most predators,
he clung to the shadows, but today I finally caught a glimpse of him as he fled down my porch
steps. A big tabby with a torn left ear and a matted coat. People on the island take care of their
pets, so this one had to be a stray. Or maybe it was feral. He’d left me his latest victim, a full-
grown rabbit.Cat the Ripper was escalating.I didn’t figure I’d be able catch him, and reforming
him was out of the question, but perhaps I could nudge him into choosing another disposal site.



It was time to get a dog.* * *I was on my laptop, checking out the offerings from the Animal
Rescue League of Southern Rhode Island, when Johnny Rivers belted out “Secret Agent Man,”
my ringtone for Bruce McCracken, the boss man at McCracken & Associates Confidential
Investigative Services. “Associates” was an exaggeration because I was the only one—and I was
part-time.“You busy?” he asked.“I am.”“With what?”“Shopping for a dog.”“Yeah? I got an ex-con
pal who needs a new home for his two-year-old Rottweiler.”“Why?”“Says he’s getting too
aggressive.”“No thanks,” I said.“Don’t tell me you want a damned punt dog.”“What’s a punt
dog?”“A little shit you can dropkick fifty yards.”“Oh, hell no,” I said. “I want a pooch big enough to
knock me down when I come home. But I’d prefer one without a record.”“I don’t think Bandit’s
bitten anybody yet.”“Maybe so, but with a name like that, he’s destined for a life of
crime.”“Speaking of crime,” McCracken said, “we’ve been retained to look into a major
one.”“Oh?”“Seems somebody knocked over the Pell Savings and Trust branch on the
island.”“When was this?”“Three weeks ago.”“What? How come I haven’t heard about
it?”“Because armed robbery is bad for business,” he said. “The bank’s trying to keep it under
wraps.”“They did call the police, right?”“Oh, sure.”“And?”“And they’re not happy with the lack of
progress from the, quote, hick Jamestown PD.”“Bank robbery is a federal crime,” I said. “Isn’t the
FBI involved?”“An agent from the Providence office took a report, but you know how it is these
days. If it’s not terrorism, the feds aren’t much interested.”“How much did the bank lose?”“I don’t
have any details,” he said. “Mildred Carson, the branch manager, wants a face-to-face.”“Did you
say Mildred?”“I did.”“There are still people named Mildred?”“At least one, anyway. So can you
handle this or not?”“Gonna reimburse me for mileage?”“Mulligan, you live in
Jamestown.”“So?”“So the whole damn island is only one mile wide.”“Yeah,” I said, “but it’s nine
miles long.”Jamestown, population 5,405 in winter and about twice that in summer, is the lone
municipality on the island of Conanicut, which basks like a harbor seal at the entrance to
Narragansett Bay. I was keeping house this year in a five-room cottage situated on two acres of
meadow along the island’s north shore, just a ten-minute drive from Newport’s mansions and
forty-five minutes south of McCracken’s office in downtown Providence. I’d bought the place last
spring, about nine months after I lost my job as a reporter for the dying Providence Dispatch.
The little house needed work, but it was a step up from my old digs in a squalid Providence triple-
decker.My new job with McCracken seldom paid enough to meet the mortgage, and the loose
change I picked up freelancing for The Ocean State Rag, a local news Web site, barely covered
my cigar and Irish whiskey habits. But for the first time in my forty-five years of life, I had a little
money left at the end of the month. Before he retired to Florida last year, my old friend Dominic
“Whoosh” Zerilli had taken pity on me and made me a silent partner in his bookmaking
racket.After two decades as an investigative reporter for Rhode Island’s biggest newspaper, it
felt odd to be living above the poverty line. It felt even odder to be a lawbreaker. But the way I
saw it, I wasn’t breaking any important ones.2Mildred Carson sat behind a glass–top desk in an
office the size of a motel bathroom. I put her at thirty-five years old, with watery blue eyes and a
Viking helmet of straw-colored hair. A pair of eyeglasses with purple frames hung by a chain and



fell between swollen breasts draped in a violet maternity dress. She looked to be about fifteen
months pregnant.“I was expecting Mr. McCracken,” she said.“Really? I was thinking it might be
twins.”She frowned and drummed her fingers on the desk. I waited a beat for any sign of
amusement. Seeing none, I added, “I am Mr. McCracken’s associate.”“May I see your
credentials?’I opened my wallet, slid out my PI license, and dropped it on the desk. She put on
her glasses and took half a minute to examine it.“Mr. Mulligan,” she said, “what I am about to
share with you must remain strictly confidential.”“So I’ve been told.”She removed the glasses
and took another half minute to study me. “May I count on your discretion?”“Sure thing. Long as I
can stay sober.”She arched one painted-on eyebrow. “I do hope that was another attempt at
humor.”“That makes two of us,” I said, and flashed a grin that could charm the bloomers off a
Bible-thumper. She returned it with a scowl.“I have no patience for banter, Mr. Mulligan. Can I
trust you with this or not?”“Your secrets are safe with me.”“Your firm came highly recommended,”
she said, “so perhaps I can make allowances for your lame comedy routine.”“Lame? Perhaps I
should fire my writers.”The corners of her mouth twitched as if she were fighting off a smile.
Maybe I was growing on her. “Then let’s proceed,” she said. “Where would you like me to
begin?”“As the King said to Alice, ‘Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end.
Then stop.’”She furrowed her brow at the allusion. Then it came to her. “Lewis Carroll?”“Yes.”“My,
my. A gumshoe who reads.”“I’m full of surprises, Mrs. Carson. I can even count to ten.”She did
smile this time, displaying a row of small bleached teeth. “The beginning would be quarter past
nine on the morning of September eighth, when one of our most valued customers, a gentleman
who lives in an estate off Highland Drive, entered the bank.”“You mean one of those mansions
on the island’s south shore? The ones with a view of the Castle Hill Lighthouse?”“Yes. One of
those.”“What’s the gentleman’s name?”“I’d prefer not to identify him unless it becomes
absolutely necessary.”I chose to let that pass for now. “So what happened next?”“He crossed the
lobby to the desk of our assistant manager, Belinda Veiga, and requested access to his safe
deposit box. Miss Veiga had him sign and date the signature card, and together they stepped
into the vault. They located the correct box number and inserted their keys. As Miss Veiga
removed the tray, a man entered the vault, pointed a handgun at them, and ordered them to
remain silent.”“Hold on,” I said. “Did you witness any of this?”“No. I am merely repeating what the
gentleman and Miss Veiga related to me and to the police.”“Then if you don’t mind, I’d prefer to
hear Miss Veiga tell it.”Carson nodded, picked up the phone, and asked her to join us.Belinda
Veiga stood about five feet four, with black dreads that bounced on the shoulders of a pearl-gray
business suit. She looked to be in her mid-twenties. Judging by her brandy-colored skin and
Portuguese surname, she was among several thousand Rhode Islanders whose ancestors
hailed from the Cape Verde Islands off the west coast of Africa. The woman I’d been getting
naked with had taken a temporary out-of-state job this year, but that didn’t mean I was in the
market. Still, I glanced at Veiga’s left hand out of habit. No ring. As she slid into the office’s other
visitor’s chair and crossed her legs, I tried not to stare. I was not successful.The bank manager
handled the introductions and explained why I was there. Veiga sighed audibly.“Tired of



repeating the story?” I asked.“Uh-huh. And tired of reliving that day.”“You must have been very
frightened.”“Yes.”“I’m sorry to put you through this again Miss Veiga, but I assure you it’s
necessary. Can you start with when you first sensed something was amiss?”She paused for a
few seconds to gather her thoughts. “As I turned to hand the safe deposit box tray to the
customer, I saw him stiffen. That’s when I turned toward the vault door and saw the man with the
gun.”“Did he speak?’“Not at first. He just put a finger to his lips and went shhhhh.”“Can you
describe him?”“Not really. He was wearing a ski mask.”“What color was the
mask?”“Black.”“Could you tell his race?”“White, I think.”“Eye color?”“I don’t know.”“How
tall?”“About a foot taller than me.”“Thin? Fat?”“Not obese. Other than that, I couldn’t say.”“Why
not?”“He was wearing a loose-fitting sweatshirt.”“A hoodie?”“I didn’t notice a hood.”“What color
was the sweatshirt?”“Mustard colored.”“Yellow mustard or brown mustard?”“Brown.”“Any
lettering on it?”“I don’t think so.”“What else did he have on?”“Blue jeans, I think.”“Hard shoes?
Sneakers?”“I didn’t look at his shoes.”“Any visible scars or tattoos?”“Not that I could see.”“Rings
on his fingers?”She shrugged. “He might have been wearing gloves, but I’m not sure. It was hard
to take my eyes off the gun.”“What kind of a gun was it?”“I don’t know anything about
firearms.”“Was it a big hand cannon like Dirty Harry carried? Or a small one that fit neatly in his
hand?”“Small.”“A revolver or an automatic?”She gave me a blank look.“Mrs. Carson,” I said,
“could you please type ‘images of handguns’ into Google, click on the first listing, and show the
results to Miss Veiga?”She did, turning the computer screen so the assistant manager could see
it.“Like this one,” Veiga said, pointing to a revolver. “But shorter, I think.”“Okay, then. What
happened next?”“The man told me to put the tray down on the metal table we have in the vault.
Then he handed me a roll of duct tape and ordered me to bind the customer’s hands.”“In front or
in back?”“He didn’t say.”“So what did you do?” I asked.“I bound them in front.”“Did the customer
say anything or try to resist in any way?”“No. I think he was even more afraid than I was. His
hands were trembling.”“What did you use to cut the tape?”“My teeth.”“And then?”“He ordered me
to put tape over the customer’s eyes. When that was done, he put tape over my eyes, too.”“Did
he bind your wrists?”“No.”“Huh.… I wonder why.”“I have no idea.”“Perhaps he didn’t consider you
a threat.”“Sure,” she said. “That makes sense.”“What did his voice sound like?”“I never heard him
speak normally. He just whispered.”“Then what happened?”“I heard some rustling and clinking
sounds. I assume that was him removing the contents from the box.”“And then?”“He told us to
remain in the vault and count slowly to one hundred.”“Did you?”“Yes.”“And when you were
done?”“I peeled the tape off of my eyes. The masked man was gone.”“Along with the contents of
the box?” I asked.“Yes.”“How long would you say the whole thing lasted?”“Maybe three or four
minutes.”“What had been inside the box, Miss Veiga?”“I never saw, but I understand the
customer has provided a list to the police.”“What did you do next?”“I rushed into the lobby to
sound the alarm. Then I fetched a pair of scissors from my desk, returned to the vault, and cut
the tape from the customer’s hands.”“Thank you, Miss Veiga,” I said. “We’re done for now.”When
she was gone, I asked Carson why the “gentleman” had wanted access to his safe deposit box
that morning.“He was returning a diamond and emerald necklace that he normally stores in our



vault. He had taken it from his box the previous Friday afternoon so his wife could wear it to a
weekend society event in Newport.”“What event would that be?”“I don’t know.”“Was there a bank
guard on duty in the lobby on the morning of the robbery?”“There was.”“Really? Most small
branch offices don’t have them.”“Wealthy clients who summer on the island seem to find their
presence reassuring.”“The guard’s name?”“Owen McGowan.”“A retired cop?”“Yes.”“Did he
notice anything suspicious?”“No.”“He didn’t see an unauthorized person walk into the vault?”“He
wasn’t watching the vault. He was at his post by the front door, keeping an eye on the teller
windows.”“Because bank stickups normally happen there?”“We’d never been robbed before,”
she said, “but I’ve been told that is the case.”“Think McGowan was hungover?”“Why on earth
would you ask that?”“September eighth was the day after Labor Day,” I said. “The holiday is one
of the booziest of the year. I for one got totally wasted.”“I believe Mr. McGowan was in full
command of his faculties.”“Then why do you suppose he failed to notice a man in a ski
mask?”“The gunman didn’t pull it on until he stepped into the vault.”“You know this how?” I
asked.“From our surveillance cameras.”“Did they capture the guy’s face as he passed through
the lobby?”“No. He knew how to turn his head to avoid them. And when he passed directly in
front of one of them, he held a handkerchief over his nose as if he were fighting a cold.”“May I
review the surveillance video?”“The police have it,” she said.“Is there video from inside the
vault?”“No. There aren’t any cameras there.”“Why not?”“Safe deposit box customers expect a
measure of privacy. Would you care to speak with Mr. McGowan?”“Maybe later.” I sat silently and
thought for a moment.“Doesn’t this robbery strike you as awfully high-risk?”“How so?” she
asked.“What if another employee had stepped into the vault when it was going down?”“It’s
against policy for anyone else to enter the vault when a safe deposit box is being opened.” She
paused for a beat, then added, “I guess the robber must have known that, too.”“Maybe so,” I said.
“What did he manage to steal?”“Jewelry. Very valuable pieces, as I understand it. The customer
has provided a list, along with photographs of each item, to the police.”“Including the necklace
the customer was returning to the box?”“Yes,” she said. “The robber removed it from the
customer’s suit jacket pocket.”“Interesting. That suggests he knew it was there.”“So it would
seem,” she said.“And the customer’s name?’“Why?”“Obviously I need to talk to him.”“I’m not at
liberty,” she said, “but I can ask if he would be willing to meet with you.”“Could you call him now,
please?”“If you would step out for a moment,” she said.So I did, taking a seat in one of the
visitor’s chairs in the bank lobby.It felt good to finally have an interesting case. Until now, my work
for McCracken had consisted of delivering summonses in civil suits, investigating employee
pilfering at a Walmart, doing background checks on a handful of Raytheon Company job
applicants, and tracking down a couple of sad sacks who were delinquent on their child support
payments. I was still reveling in my good fortune when Mrs. Carson stepped out of the office and
tapped me on the shoulder.“I’m sorry,” she said. “The customer declined your request for an
audience.”“An audience? Is that your word or his?”“His.”“Who the hell does he think he is, Prince
Charles?”2Mildred Carson sat behind a glass–top desk in an office the size of a motel bathroom.
I put her at thirty-five years old, with watery blue eyes and a Viking helmet of straw-colored hair.



A pair of eyeglasses with purple frames hung by a chain and fell between swollen breasts
draped in a violet maternity dress. She looked to be about fifteen months pregnant.“I was
expecting Mr. McCracken,” she said.“Really? I was thinking it might be twins.”She frowned and
drummed her fingers on the desk. I waited a beat for any sign of amusement. Seeing none, I
added, “I am Mr. McCracken’s associate.”“May I see your credentials?’I opened my wallet, slid
out my PI license, and dropped it on the desk. She put on her glasses and took half a minute to
examine it.“Mr. Mulligan,” she said, “what I am about to share with you must remain strictly
confidential.”“So I’ve been told.”She removed the glasses and took another half minute to study
me. “May I count on your discretion?”“Sure thing. Long as I can stay sober.”She arched one
painted-on eyebrow. “I do hope that was another attempt at humor.”“That makes two of us,” I
said, and flashed a grin that could charm the bloomers off a Bible-thumper. She returned it with a
scowl.“I have no patience for banter, Mr. Mulligan. Can I trust you with this or not?”“Your secrets
are safe with me.”“Your firm came highly recommended,” she said, “so perhaps I can make
allowances for your lame comedy routine.”“Lame? Perhaps I should fire my writers.”The corners
of her mouth twitched as if she were fighting off a smile. Maybe I was growing on her. “Then let’s
proceed,” she said. “Where would you like me to begin?”“As the King said to Alice, ‘Begin at the
beginning and go on till you come to the end. Then stop.’”She furrowed her brow at the allusion.
Then it came to her. “Lewis Carroll?”“Yes.”“My, my. A gumshoe who reads.”“I’m full of surprises,
Mrs. Carson. I can even count to ten.”She did smile this time, displaying a row of small bleached
teeth. “The beginning would be quarter past nine on the morning of September eighth, when one
of our most valued customers, a gentleman who lives in an estate off Highland Drive, entered
the bank.”“You mean one of those mansions on the island’s south shore? The ones with a view
of the Castle Hill Lighthouse?”“Yes. One of those.”“What’s the gentleman’s name?”“I’d prefer not
to identify him unless it becomes absolutely necessary.”I chose to let that pass for now. “So what
happened next?”“He crossed the lobby to the desk of our assistant manager, Belinda Veiga, and
requested access to his safe deposit box. Miss Veiga had him sign and date the signature card,
and together they stepped into the vault. They located the correct box number and inserted their
keys. As Miss Veiga removed the tray, a man entered the vault, pointed a handgun at them, and
ordered them to remain silent.”“Hold on,” I said. “Did you witness any of this?”“No. I am merely
repeating what the gentleman and Miss Veiga related to me and to the police.”“Then if you don’t
mind, I’d prefer to hear Miss Veiga tell it.”Carson nodded, picked up the phone, and asked her to
join us.Belinda Veiga stood about five feet four, with black dreads that bounced on the shoulders
of a pearl-gray business suit. She looked to be in her mid-twenties. Judging by her brandy-
colored skin and Portuguese surname, she was among several thousand Rhode Islanders
whose ancestors hailed from the Cape Verde Islands off the west coast of Africa. The woman I’d
been getting naked with had taken a temporary out-of-state job this year, but that didn’t mean I
was in the market. Still, I glanced at Veiga’s left hand out of habit. No ring. As she slid into the
office’s other visitor’s chair and crossed her legs, I tried not to stare. I was not successful.The
bank manager handled the introductions and explained why I was there. Veiga sighed



audibly.“Tired of repeating the story?” I asked.“Uh-huh. And tired of reliving that day.”“You must
have been very frightened.”“Yes.”“I’m sorry to put you through this again Miss Veiga, but I assure
you it’s necessary. Can you start with when you first sensed something was amiss?”She paused
for a few seconds to gather her thoughts. “As I turned to hand the safe deposit box tray to the
customer, I saw him stiffen. That’s when I turned toward the vault door and saw the man with the
gun.”“Did he speak?’“Not at first. He just put a finger to his lips and went shhhhh.”“Can you
describe him?”“Not really. He was wearing a ski mask.”“What color was the
mask?”“Black.”“Could you tell his race?”“White, I think.”“Eye color?”“I don’t know.”“How
tall?”“About a foot taller than me.”“Thin? Fat?”“Not obese. Other than that, I couldn’t say.”“Why
not?”“He was wearing a loose-fitting sweatshirt.”“A hoodie?”“I didn’t notice a hood.”“What color
was the sweatshirt?”“Mustard colored.”“Yellow mustard or brown mustard?”“Brown.”“Any
lettering on it?”“I don’t think so.”“What else did he have on?”“Blue jeans, I think.”“Hard shoes?
Sneakers?”“I didn’t look at his shoes.”“Any visible scars or tattoos?”“Not that I could see.”“Rings
on his fingers?”She shrugged. “He might have been wearing gloves, but I’m not sure. It was hard
to take my eyes off the gun.”“What kind of a gun was it?”“I don’t know anything about
firearms.”“Was it a big hand cannon like Dirty Harry carried? Or a small one that fit neatly in his
hand?”“Small.”“A revolver or an automatic?”She gave me a blank look.“Mrs. Carson,” I said,
“could you please type ‘images of handguns’ into Google, click on the first listing, and show the
results to Miss Veiga?”She did, turning the computer screen so the assistant manager could see
it.“Like this one,” Veiga said, pointing to a revolver. “But shorter, I think.”“Okay, then. What
happened next?”“The man told me to put the tray down on the metal table we have in the vault.
Then he handed me a roll of duct tape and ordered me to bind the customer’s hands.”“In front or
in back?”“He didn’t say.”“So what did you do?” I asked.“I bound them in front.”“Did the customer
say anything or try to resist in any way?”“No. I think he was even more afraid than I was. His
hands were trembling.”“What did you use to cut the tape?”“My teeth.”“And then?”“He ordered me
to put tape over the customer’s eyes. When that was done, he put tape over my eyes, too.”“Did
he bind your wrists?”“No.”“Huh.… I wonder why.”“I have no idea.”“Perhaps he didn’t consider you
a threat.”“Sure,” she said. “That makes sense.”“What did his voice sound like?”“I never heard him
speak normally. He just whispered.”“Then what happened?”“I heard some rustling and clinking
sounds. I assume that was him removing the contents from the box.”“And then?”“He told us to
remain in the vault and count slowly to one hundred.”“Did you?”“Yes.”“And when you were
done?”“I peeled the tape off of my eyes. The masked man was gone.”“Along with the contents of
the box?” I asked.“Yes.”“How long would you say the whole thing lasted?”“Maybe three or four
minutes.”“What had been inside the box, Miss Veiga?”“I never saw, but I understand the
customer has provided a list to the police.”“What did you do next?”“I rushed into the lobby to
sound the alarm. Then I fetched a pair of scissors from my desk, returned to the vault, and cut
the tape from the customer’s hands.”“Thank you, Miss Veiga,” I said. “We’re done for now.”When
she was gone, I asked Carson why the “gentleman” had wanted access to his safe deposit box
that morning.“He was returning a diamond and emerald necklace that he normally stores in our



vault. He had taken it from his box the previous Friday afternoon so his wife could wear it to a
weekend society event in Newport.”“What event would that be?”“I don’t know.”“Was there a bank
guard on duty in the lobby on the morning of the robbery?”“There was.”“Really? Most small
branch offices don’t have them.”“Wealthy clients who summer on the island seem to find their
presence reassuring.”“The guard’s name?”“Owen McGowan.”“A retired cop?”“Yes.”“Did he
notice anything suspicious?”“No.”“He didn’t see an unauthorized person walk into the vault?”“He
wasn’t watching the vault. He was at his post by the front door, keeping an eye on the teller
windows.”“Because bank stickups normally happen there?”“We’d never been robbed before,”
she said, “but I’ve been told that is the case.”“Think McGowan was hungover?”“Why on earth
would you ask that?”“September eighth was the day after Labor Day,” I said. “The holiday is one
of the booziest of the year. I for one got totally wasted.”“I believe Mr. McGowan was in full
command of his faculties.”“Then why do you suppose he failed to notice a man in a ski
mask?”“The gunman didn’t pull it on until he stepped into the vault.”“You know this how?” I
asked.“From our surveillance cameras.”“Did they capture the guy’s face as he passed through
the lobby?”“No. He knew how to turn his head to avoid them. And when he passed directly in
front of one of them, he held a handkerchief over his nose as if he were fighting a cold.”“May I
review the surveillance video?”“The police have it,” she said.“Is there video from inside the
vault?”“No. There aren’t any cameras there.”“Why not?”“Safe deposit box customers expect a
measure of privacy. Would you care to speak with Mr. McGowan?”“Maybe later.” I sat silently and
thought for a moment.“Doesn’t this robbery strike you as awfully high-risk?”“How so?” she
asked.“What if another employee had stepped into the vault when it was going down?”“It’s
against policy for anyone else to enter the vault when a safe deposit box is being opened.” She
paused for a beat, then added, “I guess the robber must have known that, too.”“Maybe so,” I said.
“What did he manage to steal?”“Jewelry. Very valuable pieces, as I understand it. The customer
has provided a list, along with photographs of each item, to the police.”“Including the necklace
the customer was returning to the box?”“Yes,” she said. “The robber removed it from the
customer’s suit jacket pocket.”“Interesting. That suggests he knew it was there.”“So it would
seem,” she said.“And the customer’s name?’“Why?”“Obviously I need to talk to him.”“I’m not at
liberty,” she said, “but I can ask if he would be willing to meet with you.”“Could you call him now,
please?”“If you would step out for a moment,” she said.So I did, taking a seat in one of the
visitor’s chairs in the bank lobby.It felt good to finally have an interesting case. Until now, my work
for McCracken had consisted of delivering summonses in civil suits, investigating employee
pilfering at a Walmart, doing background checks on a handful of Raytheon Company job
applicants, and tracking down a couple of sad sacks who were delinquent on their child support
payments. I was still reveling in my good fortune when Mrs. Carson stepped out of the office and
tapped me on the shoulder.“I’m sorry,” she said. “The customer declined your request for an
audience.”“An audience? Is that your word or his?”“His.”“Who the hell does he think he is, Prince
Charles?”3Mister Ed, my year–old metallic–blue Ford Mustang, taunted me whenever I flouted
Rhode Island tradition and obeyed the speed limit. He was doing it now, his 420-horsepower five-



liter V-8 neighing “Chicken!” as I dawdled across Narragansett Bay’s west passage on the
majestic Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge. I cranked up the volume on the sound system and let B.
B. King’s guitar drown him out. I was as big a scofflaw as anyone, but with the top down on this
fine fall afternoon, I saw no reason to hurry.When the bridge disappeared in my rearview mirror, I
swerved south on Tower Hill Road and headed for Curtis Corner in the sleepy village of Peace
Dale. It was more than a year since I’d been down this way, and I was surprised by what I found.
Judging by the look of its new home, the Animal Rescue League of Southern Rhode Island had
found some generous benefactors.I pushed through the front door and strolled past a wall of
glass. Behind it, a space larger than my sitting room was crawling with cats. A few other felines
peeked out from the bars of wire cages, perhaps because they were recovering from injuries,
perhaps because they were bad-tempered.Just ahead, a young woman in a peasant blouse, her
auburn hair pulled back in a ponytail, sat behind a receptionist’s desk. She rose to greet
me.“Good morning, sir,” she said. “I’m Tracy O’Malley, the shelter manager. Is this your first visit
to our new facility?”“It is.”“Impressed?”“I am. It’s swankier than the Atlantic House hotel.”She
laughed. “The building is six thousand square feet. We have individual kennels for dogs, a
quarantine area, a community meeting room, a food preparation space, offices on the second
floor, and a grassy, fenced yard where dogs can socialize outside. Oh, and I believe you’ve seen
our cat playroom.”“Sweet,” I said. “How much did all this cost?”“One point eight million.”I whistled.
“How’d you manage to pay for all this, Ms. O’Malley?”“Oh, please. Call me Tracy. About a third of
the money was bequeathed to us in the will of a local animal lover. The rest came from a fund-
raising campaign.”I raised an eyebrow.“When it comes to homeless animals,” she said, “people
can be very giving. Would you like a tour?”“What I’d like,” I said, “is to find a good dog.”She
beamed and said, “Please come with me.”We turned and entered a large airy space lined with
windows on the right and a long row of roomy wire dog kennels on the left. The occupants
started yipping.Tracy stood near the doorway and watched me as I strolled slowly past the
kennels. About a third of the dogs appeared to be purebreds. A few were pups, but most looked
full-grown. Only the golden retriever was an old-timer, the hair around his muzzle geezer-white.
They all looked healthy and well cared for. The ASPCA wouldn’t be shooting any of those
mournful animal cruelty TV commercials here, I thought.When I got to the end of the line, I
turned back and squatted beside a kennel that caged a well-muscled mutt who looked vaguely
like a German shepherd.“Hello, girl,” I said.She whined, wagged her tail, and pressed her muzzle
against the wire.I talked quietly to her for a while, then moved to a cage that held a huge dog
with a large head and a barrel chest. He was mostly black with a white blaze, chest, and paws
and with rust-colored markings on his legs and along the sides of his mouth. Before I could
squat, he reared up on his hind legs, braced front paws the size of oven mitts on the wire, and
stared into my eyes.“Who’s this guy, Tracy?”“That’s Brady,” she said. “He’s a Berner. A Bernese
mountain dog. We don’t often get one of those here.”“Named after Tom Brady?”“Could be. He
already had the name when we got him.”“Hi, Brady,” I said. He stuck a tongue that Kiss’s lead
singer would envy through the wire and tried to lick me.“I take it you want a big dog,” she said.“I



do.”“Then you should also take a look at Rondo.”“Named after Rajon Rondo?”“Yeah. I stuck him
with that. I’m a big Celtics fan, and I was really mad when they traded him to the Mavericks.”“He
doesn’t look very big,” I said as I squatted in front of his kennel.“He will be. Probably bigger than
the Berner. He’s only ten weeks old. Just look at the size of those paws.”She unlatched the
kennel door and reached for him. Rondo retreated a couple of steps and yapped at her. After a
moment, he cautiously approached the door and stuck his head out. He was mostly black with a
white blaze, a white chest and legs, a shawl of black-and-white mottling across the shoulders,
and an amoeba-shaped patch of white on his rump.“What kind of dog is he?” I asked.“He’s a
mixed breed.”“A mix of what?”“If I had to guess, I’d say his mother was a Newfoundland and his
father was a brontosaurus.”Rondo was venturing out of the cage now. I noticed that he had
another splash of white at the tip of his tail. He looked up at me with a goofy grin and wagged
that tail with enough torque to bash a baseball over Fenway Park’s green monster. Then he
crawled into my lap and pressed his muzzle against my chest.“A marriage made in heaven?”
Tracy asked.“Except for one thing,” I said.“What?”“A huge stray tabby has been leaving his kills
on my porch. I’m looking for a dog who can discourage him, but until Rondo gets bigger, he’s just
going to look like prey.”Tracy folded her arms across her chest and gave me a stern look. “Is that
the only reason you want a dog?”“Of course not. I’ve been wanting to get one ever since I moved
into a house on Jamestown last April.”“You want the Berner, then?”“I’m thinking on it.”“He’s a
beautiful boy,” she said. “The George Clooney of dogs. Why don’t you take him for a walk in the
yard, see how you get along?”So I did. I promptly discovered that Brady knew how to come, sit,
and stay and that he loved playing tug-of-war with a pull toy made of rope. When he exhausted
me with his pulling, I decided to teach him how to high-five. He mastered it in less than ten
minutes. The whole time we were together, his eyes rarely left mine.Nearly an hour passed
before Tracy ventured out to see how we were doing.“How old is he?” I asked.“Six months and a
few days.”“So he’s going to get bigger?”“Oh, sure. He weighs about seventy-five pounds now.
When he’s full grown at eighteen months, he should be a good hundred and twenty. Maybe
more.”“I want him,” I said as I led the big guy inside. “I’ll take good care of him, Tracy. I
promise.”“We’ll see,” she said.She put Brady back inside his kennel, led me upstairs to her
office, and handed me a form containing fifteen personal questions designed to determine my
fitness as a pet owner.“I just want a dog,” I said. “I’m not trying to adopt a baby.”She laughed as if
she thought I was kidding. “After you fill this out,” she said, “I’d like to pay a visit to your home to
make sure it’s suitable for such a large animal.”“Okay,” I said, and got to work on the form.When I
was done, she gave it a quick once-over. “You’re a private detective?” she asked.
“Really?”“Really.”“Normally, we require a donation of a hundred and fifty dollars for a purebred
dog,” she said, “but if you’re willing to look into something for us, I could waive the fee.”“Look into
what?”“Please come with me,” she said.I followed her downstairs to the quarantine area, where
she opened a wire crate and coaxed its occupant out onto the floor.“Oh, God,” I said.She was
about the size of a collie, her body wrapped in a bright yellow bandage and her head encased in
a plastic cone to stop her from tearing the dressing off.“What happened to her?” I



asked.“Somebody doused her with a flammable liquid and set her on fire.”“How bad is it?”“She
has second- and third-degree burns over thirty percent of her body,” she said. “And she lost her
left eye.”“Will she live?”“Too early to say.”“Where and when did this happen, Tracy?”“Last
Thursday at Fort Wetherill State Park in Jamestown. She’d be dead already if she hadn’t dashed
into the surf to douse the flames. A passerby found her whimpering on the rocks and brought her
here.”“Who the hell would do something like this?”“That,” she said, “is what I’m hoping you can
find out.”“Aren’t the police looking into it?”“Yes, but it doesn’t seem to be a high priority for them.”I
took out my cell phone and snapped a photo of the victim. “Okay, then,” I said. “I’ll see what I can
do.”“And Mr. Mulligan?”“Yes?”“She’s the third one on the island since late August. The other two
didn’t make it.”I knelt on the floor and looked into the wounded dog’s one good eye. “What’s her
name?” I asked.“We’re calling her Crispy.”I raised an eyebrow at that.“When you deal with this
kind of viciousness,” Tracy said, “a little black humor helps get you through the day.”“If I
remember correctly,” I said, “you can get two years in prison and be fined up to a thousand
dollars for animal cruelty in Rhode Island.”“Yes, but the creeps usually get off with a two-hundred-
dollar fine.”I looked down at the broken dog as she struggled to wag her tail. “That,” I said, “isn’t
nearly enough.”3Mister Ed, my year–old metallic–blue Ford Mustang, taunted me whenever I
flouted Rhode Island tradition and obeyed the speed limit. He was doing it now, his 420-
horsepower five-liter V-8 neighing “Chicken!” as I dawdled across Narragansett Bay’s west
passage on the majestic Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge. I cranked up the volume on the sound
system and let B. B. King’s guitar drown him out. I was as big a scofflaw as anyone, but with the
top down on this fine fall afternoon, I saw no reason to hurry.When the bridge disappeared in my
rearview mirror, I swerved south on Tower Hill Road and headed for Curtis Corner in the sleepy
village of Peace Dale. It was more than a year since I’d been down this way, and I was surprised
by what I found. Judging by the look of its new home, the Animal Rescue League of Southern
Rhode Island had found some generous benefactors.I pushed through the front door and
strolled past a wall of glass. Behind it, a space larger than my sitting room was crawling with
cats. A few other felines peeked out from the bars of wire cages, perhaps because they were
recovering from injuries, perhaps because they were bad-tempered.Just ahead, a young woman
in a peasant blouse, her auburn hair pulled back in a ponytail, sat behind a receptionist’s desk.
She rose to greet me.“Good morning, sir,” she said. “I’m Tracy O’Malley, the shelter manager. Is
this your first visit to our new facility?”“It is.”“Impressed?”“I am. It’s swankier than the Atlantic
House hotel.”She laughed. “The building is six thousand square feet. We have individual kennels
for dogs, a quarantine area, a community meeting room, a food preparation space, offices on
the second floor, and a grassy, fenced yard where dogs can socialize outside. Oh, and I believe
you’ve seen our cat playroom.”“Sweet,” I said. “How much did all this cost?”“One point eight
million.”I whistled. “How’d you manage to pay for all this, Ms. O’Malley?”“Oh, please. Call me
Tracy. About a third of the money was bequeathed to us in the will of a local animal lover. The
rest came from a fund-raising campaign.”I raised an eyebrow.“When it comes to homeless
animals,” she said, “people can be very giving. Would you like a tour?”“What I’d like,” I said, “is to



find a good dog.”She beamed and said, “Please come with me.”We turned and entered a large
airy space lined with windows on the right and a long row of roomy wire dog kennels on the left.
The occupants started yipping.Tracy stood near the doorway and watched me as I strolled
slowly past the kennels. About a third of the dogs appeared to be purebreds. A few were pups,
but most looked full-grown. Only the golden retriever was an old-timer, the hair around his
muzzle geezer-white. They all looked healthy and well cared for. The ASPCA wouldn’t be
shooting any of those mournful animal cruelty TV commercials here, I thought.When I got to the
end of the line, I turned back and squatted beside a kennel that caged a well-muscled mutt who
looked vaguely like a German shepherd.“Hello, girl,” I said.She whined, wagged her tail, and
pressed her muzzle against the wire.I talked quietly to her for a while, then moved to a cage that
held a huge dog with a large head and a barrel chest. He was mostly black with a white blaze,
chest, and paws and with rust-colored markings on his legs and along the sides of his mouth.
Before I could squat, he reared up on his hind legs, braced front paws the size of oven mitts on
the wire, and stared into my eyes.“Who’s this guy, Tracy?”“That’s Brady,” she said. “He’s a
Berner. A Bernese mountain dog. We don’t often get one of those here.”“Named after Tom
Brady?”“Could be. He already had the name when we got him.”“Hi, Brady,” I said. He stuck a
tongue that Kiss’s lead singer would envy through the wire and tried to lick me.“I take it you want
a big dog,” she said.“I do.”“Then you should also take a look at Rondo.”“Named after Rajon
Rondo?”“Yeah. I stuck him with that. I’m a big Celtics fan, and I was really mad when they traded
him to the Mavericks.”“He doesn’t look very big,” I said as I squatted in front of his kennel.“He will
be. Probably bigger than the Berner. He’s only ten weeks old. Just look at the size of those
paws.”She unlatched the kennel door and reached for him. Rondo retreated a couple of steps
and yapped at her. After a moment, he cautiously approached the door and stuck his head out.
He was mostly black with a white blaze, a white chest and legs, a shawl of black-and-white
mottling across the shoulders, and an amoeba-shaped patch of white on his rump.“What kind of
dog is he?” I asked.“He’s a mixed breed.”“A mix of what?”“If I had to guess, I’d say his mother
was a Newfoundland and his father was a brontosaurus.”Rondo was venturing out of the cage
now. I noticed that he had another splash of white at the tip of his tail. He looked up at me with a
goofy grin and wagged that tail with enough torque to bash a baseball over Fenway Park’s green
monster. Then he crawled into my lap and pressed his muzzle against my chest.“A marriage
made in heaven?” Tracy asked.“Except for one thing,” I said.“What?”“A huge stray tabby has
been leaving his kills on my porch. I’m looking for a dog who can discourage him, but until Rondo
gets bigger, he’s just going to look like prey.”Tracy folded her arms across her chest and gave me
a stern look. “Is that the only reason you want a dog?”“Of course not. I’ve been wanting to get
one ever since I moved into a house on Jamestown last April.”“You want the Berner, then?”“I’m
thinking on it.”“He’s a beautiful boy,” she said. “The George Clooney of dogs. Why don’t you take
him for a walk in the yard, see how you get along?”So I did. I promptly discovered that Brady
knew how to come, sit, and stay and that he loved playing tug-of-war with a pull toy made of
rope. When he exhausted me with his pulling, I decided to teach him how to high-five. He



mastered it in less than ten minutes. The whole time we were together, his eyes rarely left
mine.Nearly an hour passed before Tracy ventured out to see how we were doing.“How old is
he?” I asked.“Six months and a few days.”“So he’s going to get bigger?”“Oh, sure. He weighs
about seventy-five pounds now. When he’s full grown at eighteen months, he should be a good
hundred and twenty. Maybe more.”“I want him,” I said as I led the big guy inside. “I’ll take good
care of him, Tracy. I promise.”“We’ll see,” she said.She put Brady back inside his kennel, led me
upstairs to her office, and handed me a form containing fifteen personal questions designed to
determine my fitness as a pet owner.“I just want a dog,” I said. “I’m not trying to adopt a
baby.”She laughed as if she thought I was kidding. “After you fill this out,” she said, “I’d like to pay
a visit to your home to make sure it’s suitable for such a large animal.”“Okay,” I said, and got to
work on the form.When I was done, she gave it a quick once-over. “You’re a private detective?”
she asked. “Really?”“Really.”“Normally, we require a donation of a hundred and fifty dollars for a
purebred dog,” she said, “but if you’re willing to look into something for us, I could waive the
fee.”“Look into what?”“Please come with me,” she said.I followed her downstairs to the
quarantine area, where she opened a wire crate and coaxed its occupant out onto the floor.“Oh,
God,” I said.She was about the size of a collie, her body wrapped in a bright yellow bandage and
her head encased in a plastic cone to stop her from tearing the dressing off.“What happened to
her?” I asked.“Somebody doused her with a flammable liquid and set her on fire.”“How bad is
it?”“She has second- and third-degree burns over thirty percent of her body,” she said. “And she
lost her left eye.”“Will she live?”“Too early to say.”“Where and when did this happen, Tracy?”“Last
Thursday at Fort Wetherill State Park in Jamestown. She’d be dead already if she hadn’t dashed
into the surf to douse the flames. A passerby found her whimpering on the rocks and brought her
here.”“Who the hell would do something like this?”“That,” she said, “is what I’m hoping you can
find out.”“Aren’t the police looking into it?”“Yes, but it doesn’t seem to be a high priority for them.”I
took out my cell phone and snapped a photo of the victim. “Okay, then,” I said. “I’ll see what I can
do.”“And Mr. Mulligan?”“Yes?”“She’s the third one on the island since late August. The other two
didn’t make it.”I knelt on the floor and looked into the wounded dog’s one good eye. “What’s her
name?” I asked.“We’re calling her Crispy.”I raised an eyebrow at that.“When you deal with this
kind of viciousness,” Tracy said, “a little black humor helps get you through the day.”“If I
remember correctly,” I said, “you can get two years in prison and be fined up to a thousand
dollars for animal cruelty in Rhode Island.”“Yes, but the creeps usually get off with a two-hundred-
dollar fine.”I looked down at the broken dog as she struggled to wag her tail. “That,” I said, “isn’t
nearly enough.”4“Jamestown PD. Officer Clark speaking.”“Good morning, Officer. Is Chief
Ragsdale in?”“Who’s asking?”“My name is Mulligan. I’m a private detective.”“Does he know
you?”“We’re old friends,” I lied.“He’s not in his office right now, but I can take a message.”“Know
where I can find him?”“I imagine he’s having lunch at the usual place.”“What place would that
be?”“If he’s a friend of yours, you wouldn’t have to ask.”“I said old friend. It’s been a while since I
got in touch.”“Try the Narragansett Café,” he said. “The chef, Mike Watson, serves the best
burgers in the state.”“Okay, thanks.”I drove to the island’s quaint three-block commercial strip on



Narragansett Avenue, parked in front of the barn-red café, and pushed through the front door. To
my right, a half dozen people sat on stools arranged around a large, oblong bar. By the back
wall, two middle-aged women were playing eight ball on a green felt pool table. To my left, a
dozen diners hunched over rude wooden tables laden with crab cakes, burgers, and fries.
Behind them, an empty bandstand.The dark wood-paneled walls were plastered with posters
trumpeting the virtues of the Tim Taylor Blues Band, Big Cat Blues, Sarah and the Tall Boys, and
a bunch of other acts I’d never heard of. A dry-erase board listed coming attractions. Roomful of
Blues, my favorite New England band, was scheduled for Saturday night.My eyes roamed over
the clientele. All wore civilian clothes, mostly shorts and cargo pants, but only one, a tall lanky
dude in a Hawaiian shirt, had a semi-auto strapped to his hip. He clutched a cheeseburger in
one big red hand and a half-full glass of beer in the other.I wandered over to the bar and studied
the logos on the tap handles: Blue Moon, Buzzards Bay, and Samuel Adams. “A Sam Adams
draft, please,” I said. “And a glass of whatever Chief Ragsdale is having.”The bartender drew my
beer, filled another glass with Blue Moon, and stuck an orange slice on the rim. I tossed twelve
bucks on the bar, wound my way between the diners, and clunked the drinks on the table where
the chief was eating alone.“Mind if I join you?”He turned his steel-gray eyes on me, then glanced
around the room. “There’s plenty of empty stools at the bar, bud.”“True,” I said, “but I’m in a mood
for conversation.”“That’s what bartenders are for.”“What’s the barkeep’s name?”“Lyle.”“Hey, Lyle,”
I shouted. “Heard anything about the armed robbery at the Pell Savings and Trust?”The
murmuring from the diners faded, and all eyes turned toward me.“Jesus!” Ragsdale said. “Shut
the hell up and sit your ass down.”So I did.The chief drained his beer, reached for the fresh one
I’d bought him, and gave me a hard look. “Who the hell are you, and how do you know about the
incident at the bank?”“Love the shirt,” I said. “Is that standard issue at the Jamestown PD?”“I
asked you a question, bud. And keep your voice down.”I opened my wallet, slid out my PI
license, and tossed it on the table. He glanced at it, not bothering to pick it up.“Huh.… Who hired
you?”“The bank manager.”“Why?’“Apparently she’s not satisfied with the progress of your
investigation.”“Me neither,” he said.“So you’re nowhere on this?”“Didn’t say that.”“What can you
tell me?”“Not a damn thing till I have you checked out.”I nodded.Ragsdale slid a cell phone from
his shirt pocket and hit speed dial. “Clark? It’s the chief. Got a few minutes to run a check for me?
… The name is Liam S. A. Mulligan. Claims he’s an operative for McCracken and Associates,
some PI outfit up in Providence.… Oh, he told you that, did he?… Hell, no. I just met the asshole.
Ring me back when you’ve got something.”He ended the call, scowled at me, went back to his
burger, and munched in silence. After five minutes or so, I returned to the bar and ordered us
both another round. By the time I got back to the table, the chief had downed the first beer I’d
bought him and hauled himself to his feet.“Clark says you check out,” he said. “Meet me at the
station in thirty minutes.”I sat down and took my time with the Sam Adams. When it was gone, I
tried a sip of the Blue Moon, got up, and walked out, leaving the fruity wheat beer on the table.*
* *Ragsdale leaned back in his fake-leather office chair and thunked his sky-blue Converse All
Stars on his desk blotter. The only other items on the desk were a laptop, a family photo, and a



Spanish cedar humidor.“So?” I said.“So I’m trying to decide whether you’re gonna be helpful or
just another pain in my ass.”I slipped a San Cristóbal de la Habana from my shirt pocket and
placed it on the desk. He reached for it, studied the gold-and-brown cigar band, and raised an
eyebrow.“Damn,” he said. “Been a long time since I smoked a Cuban. Where do you get
these?”“Sorry, Chief. I never betray a source.”“Good to know. What do you need from me?”“For
starters, a peek at the incident report and witness statements.”He opened a drawer, extracted a
file, and slid it across the desk. “Take a seat in the hall, look it over, and bring it back when you’re
done.”So that’s what I did. The paperwork told me nothing I didn’t already know. The list of stolen
items was not in the file, and the name of the victim had been redacted with a black
marker.“Questions?” Ragsdale asked as I reentered his office.“Who’s the victim?”“A filthy-rich
dude who values his privacy.”“I already gathered that.”“The bank manager wouldn’t give you the
name?”“Nope.”“Neither will I,” he said.“The guy must have a lot of pull around here.”“He
does.”“Got any leads?”“Nothing solid.”“How much is the stolen jewelry worth?”“Do I look like a
fucking appraiser to you?”“I’m told you have photos. Can I get a look at them?”“No can
do.”“Come on, Chief. Give me something to go on.”“Why should I?”“Because I’m good at what I
do—and because some of the people who talk to me would never spill anything to a
cop.”Ragsdale took a moment to think that over. Then he nodded, fished a cigar cutter from his
shirt pocket, and clipped the tip from the Cuban.“Tell you what,” he said. “I’m gonna step outside
and have me a smoke. It’s a big cigar, so I won’t be back for a good forty-five minutes. While I’m
gone, don’t you go peeking at what I’ve got in my top right-hand desk drawer.”“I wouldn’t dream
of it.”He rose, tossed me a conspiratorial grin, and shut the door on his way out.I sat behind the
desk, opened the drawer, and found an unsealed, letter-size envelope. Inside was a flash drive. I
slid it into one of the laptop’s USB ports and flipped through twenty-six color photos of what
appeared to be very expensive pieces of women’s jewelry. I inserted the thumb drive I carry on
my key ring into the computer and copied the files. Then I rummaged through the chief’s
humidor, extracted a Perdomo torpedo, and notched the tip with my cutter.I set fire to it, put my
feet up on the desk, and blew a smoke ring at the ceiling. I’d smoked the cigar down to the band
by the time the chief came through the door.“What the hell do you think you’re doing, Mulligan?
Don’t you know there’s a state law against smoking in public buildings?”“Must have slipped my
mind.”“Toss me another San Cristóbal, and maybe I’ll let it slide.”“Sorry, Chief. I don’t have any
more on me.”“Then get your bony ass out of my chair.”As he reclaimed his seat, I plopped into
the visitor’s chair across from his desk. He glared at me and raised an eyebrow.“Something else
I can help you with?”“There is. What can you tell me about a dog named Crispy?”4“Jamestown
PD. Officer Clark speaking.”“Good morning, Officer. Is Chief Ragsdale in?”“Who’s asking?”“My
name is Mulligan. I’m a private detective.”“Does he know you?”“We’re old friends,” I lied.“He’s not
in his office right now, but I can take a message.”“Know where I can find him?”“I imagine he’s
having lunch at the usual place.”“What place would that be?”“If he’s a friend of yours, you
wouldn’t have to ask.”“I said old friend. It’s been a while since I got in touch.”“Try the
Narragansett Café,” he said. “The chef, Mike Watson, serves the best burgers in the state.”“Okay,



thanks.”I drove to the island’s quaint three-block commercial strip on Narragansett Avenue,
parked in front of the barn-red café, and pushed through the front door. To my right, a half dozen
people sat on stools arranged around a large, oblong bar. By the back wall, two middle-aged
women were playing eight ball on a green felt pool table. To my left, a dozen diners hunched over
rude wooden tables laden with crab cakes, burgers, and fries. Behind them, an empty
bandstand.The dark wood-paneled walls were plastered with posters trumpeting the virtues of
the Tim Taylor Blues Band, Big Cat Blues, Sarah and the Tall Boys, and a bunch of other acts I’d
never heard of. A dry-erase board listed coming attractions. Roomful of Blues, my favorite New
England band, was scheduled for Saturday night.My eyes roamed over the clientele. All wore
civilian clothes, mostly shorts and cargo pants, but only one, a tall lanky dude in a Hawaiian
shirt, had a semi-auto strapped to his hip. He clutched a cheeseburger in one big red hand and a
half-full glass of beer in the other.I wandered over to the bar and studied the logos on the tap
handles: Blue Moon, Buzzards Bay, and Samuel Adams. “A Sam Adams draft, please,” I said.
“And a glass of whatever Chief Ragsdale is having.”The bartender drew my beer, filled another
glass with Blue Moon, and stuck an orange slice on the rim. I tossed twelve bucks on the bar,
wound my way between the diners, and clunked the drinks on the table where the chief was
eating alone.“Mind if I join you?”He turned his steel-gray eyes on me, then glanced around the
room. “There’s plenty of empty stools at the bar, bud.”“True,” I said, “but I’m in a mood for
conversation.”“That’s what bartenders are for.”“What’s the barkeep’s name?”“Lyle.”“Hey, Lyle,” I
shouted. “Heard anything about the armed robbery at the Pell Savings and Trust?”The
murmuring from the diners faded, and all eyes turned toward me.“Jesus!” Ragsdale said. “Shut
the hell up and sit your ass down.”So I did.The chief drained his beer, reached for the fresh one
I’d bought him, and gave me a hard look. “Who the hell are you, and how do you know about the
incident at the bank?”“Love the shirt,” I said. “Is that standard issue at the Jamestown PD?”“I
asked you a question, bud. And keep your voice down.”I opened my wallet, slid out my PI
license, and tossed it on the table. He glanced at it, not bothering to pick it up.“Huh.… Who hired
you?”“The bank manager.”“Why?’“Apparently she’s not satisfied with the progress of your
investigation.”“Me neither,” he said.“So you’re nowhere on this?”“Didn’t say that.”“What can you
tell me?”“Not a damn thing till I have you checked out.”I nodded.Ragsdale slid a cell phone from
his shirt pocket and hit speed dial. “Clark? It’s the chief. Got a few minutes to run a check for me?
… The name is Liam S. A. Mulligan. Claims he’s an operative for McCracken and Associates,
some PI outfit up in Providence.… Oh, he told you that, did he?… Hell, no. I just met the asshole.
Ring me back when you’ve got something.”He ended the call, scowled at me, went back to his
burger, and munched in silence. After five minutes or so, I returned to the bar and ordered us
both another round. By the time I got back to the table, the chief had downed the first beer I’d
bought him and hauled himself to his feet.“Clark says you check out,” he said. “Meet me at the
station in thirty minutes.”I sat down and took my time with the Sam Adams. When it was gone, I
tried a sip of the Blue Moon, got up, and walked out, leaving the fruity wheat beer on the table.*
* *Ragsdale leaned back in his fake-leather office chair and thunked his sky-blue Converse All



Stars on his desk blotter. The only other items on the desk were a laptop, a family photo, and a
Spanish cedar humidor.“So?” I said.“So I’m trying to decide whether you’re gonna be helpful or
just another pain in my ass.”I slipped a San Cristóbal de la Habana from my shirt pocket and
placed it on the desk. He reached for it, studied the gold-and-brown cigar band, and raised an
eyebrow.“Damn,” he said. “Been a long time since I smoked a Cuban. Where do you get
these?”“Sorry, Chief. I never betray a source.”“Good to know. What do you need from me?”“For
starters, a peek at the incident report and witness statements.”He opened a drawer, extracted a
file, and slid it across the desk. “Take a seat in the hall, look it over, and bring it back when you’re
done.”So that’s what I did. The paperwork told me nothing I didn’t already know. The list of stolen
items was not in the file, and the name of the victim had been redacted with a black
marker.“Questions?” Ragsdale asked as I reentered his office.“Who’s the victim?”“A filthy-rich
dude who values his privacy.”“I already gathered that.”“The bank manager wouldn’t give you the
name?”“Nope.”“Neither will I,” he said.“The guy must have a lot of pull around here.”“He
does.”“Got any leads?”“Nothing solid.”“How much is the stolen jewelry worth?”“Do I look like a
fucking appraiser to you?”“I’m told you have photos. Can I get a look at them?”“No can
do.”“Come on, Chief. Give me something to go on.”“Why should I?”“Because I’m good at what I
do—and because some of the people who talk to me would never spill anything to a
cop.”Ragsdale took a moment to think that over. Then he nodded, fished a cigar cutter from his
shirt pocket, and clipped the tip from the Cuban.“Tell you what,” he said. “I’m gonna step outside
and have me a smoke. It’s a big cigar, so I won’t be back for a good forty-five minutes. While I’m
gone, don’t you go peeking at what I’ve got in my top right-hand desk drawer.”“I wouldn’t dream
of it.”He rose, tossed me a conspiratorial grin, and shut the door on his way out.I sat behind the
desk, opened the drawer, and found an unsealed, letter-size envelope. Inside was a flash drive. I
slid it into one of the laptop’s USB ports and flipped through twenty-six color photos of what
appeared to be very expensive pieces of women’s jewelry. I inserted the thumb drive I carry on
my key ring into the computer and copied the files. Then I rummaged through the chief’s
humidor, extracted a Perdomo torpedo, and notched the tip with my cutter.I set fire to it, put my
feet up on the desk, and blew a smoke ring at the ceiling. I’d smoked the cigar down to the band
by the time the chief came through the door.“What the hell do you think you’re doing, Mulligan?
Don’t you know there’s a state law against smoking in public buildings?”“Must have slipped my
mind.”“Toss me another San Cristóbal, and maybe I’ll let it slide.”“Sorry, Chief. I don’t have any
more on me.”“Then get your bony ass out of my chair.”As he reclaimed his seat, I plopped into
the visitor’s chair across from his desk. He glared at me and raised an eyebrow.“Something else
I can help you with?”“There is. What can you tell me about a dog named Crispy?”5Next morning,
I scraped a headless gull from my porch, dropped it into a plastic grocery bag, and tossed it into
my trash can. Then I settled into my Adirondack with the morning’s second cup of coffee and
watched a tanker plow its way through the chop toward the Port of Providence.I was idly
wondering what the tabby was doing with the all those heads when the intercom buzzed.
Someone was seeking admittance at the electronic gate I’d had installed at the top of my



driveway. The rich aren’t the only ones who value their privacy. Bookmakers do, too.Going off the
grid is next to impossible in our interconnected world, but I wasn’t about to make it easy for
strangers to nose around in my business. I used the detective agency as my mailing address,
registered my car under the company name, made most purchases with cash, and stuck to
untraceable prepaid cell phones. According to the Jamestown tax rolls, my cottage was owned
by a shell corporation with no paper trail leading back to me. I’d told only a handful of people
where I lived.I entered the kitchen, tapped the call button on the wireless intercom, ascertained
the name of the visitor, and punched the remote to open the gate. I closed it a moment later
when I heard tires crunch on my long crushed-stone drive. I’d just stepped back outside when a
red Mazda CX-5 braked to a stop behind my Mustang, and Tracy, the woman from the animal
shelter, climbed out.As I skipped down the porch steps to greet her, she gave me a wave,
opened the rear hatch, and let Brady leap out. The big guy raised his nose and sniffed the air.
Then he bounded off at full gallop, scattering a covey of quail in the meadow of saw grass and
wildflowers I left unmowed in the long stretch between the street and the house.“Good morning,
Mr. Mulligan.”“Drop the ‘mister,’ and just call me Mulligan.”“Not Liam?”“Never.”“But why? It’s a
lovely name.”“Bad memories,” I said. “I was named after my grandfather, a Providence policeman
who was shot dead on the job.”“Oh! I’m so sorry.”“It was a long time ago, Tracy.”As we climbed
the stairs to the porch, Brady barked. He sounded joyful.“Let’s let him run for a while,” she said.
“He didn’t have much chance to do that at the shelter.”“Can I get you a cup of coffee?”“No, thank
you. Do you mind if I have a look around?”Before I could answer, she opened the screen door
and stepped into the kitchen. I sat back in the porch chair and let her prowl the house. It was a
good ten minutes before she returned.“I noticed your gun case,” she said, a note of disapproval
in her voice. “Two handguns and a shotgun. Do you hunt?”“Only humans.”“Well, then,” she said.
“This is certainly a fine place for a big dog, but I do have a concern. The property is fenced on
three sides, but there’s no barrier between the house and the water.”As if to make her point,
Brady tore around the corner of the house and dashed down the steep grade to my dock, where
the twenty-six-foot Sundowner I’d picked up secondhand was tied up. He stared into the water
for a moment and then plunged in.“I doubt the big guy’s going to drown, Tracy.”“Of course not.
But he could come out of the water half a mile from here.”“Brady, come!” I shouted. He paddled
to shore, shook himself, climbed onto the porch, and sat on my feet, soaking my Reeboks.I
plucked the cell phone from my pocket and placed a call. “Eddie? It’s Mulligan. Yeah, the electric
gate is working fine, but I’ve got another job. Can you run about two hundred feet of chain link
across the back of my property between the house and the water? And I’ll need a gate big
enough to tow my boat through. Sometime next month would be great. Thanks.”“Okay, then,”
Tracy said. “You’ve got yourself a dog.”“Thank you.”“What about Crispy? Have you made any
progress?”“The police chief showed me what he has on the three dog burnings, but it isn’t
much,” I said. “Apparently no one saw anything.”“Is he going to do something about it?”“Not
much he can do unless a witness comes forward the next time somebody torches a pooch.
Chief Ragsdale is mad as hell about this, Tracy. He likes dogs. Has two Border collies of his own.



But you were right. It’s not a high priority for him.”“Is there anything you can do?”“No guarantees,
but I’m going to look into it.”“How?”“Creeps who torture animals are usually teenagers,” I said.
“When they get older and wiser, most of them stop because they’re afraid of getting
caught.”“What about the ones who don’t stop?”“Some of them graduate to human
prey.”“Jesus!”“Yeah.”“How does knowing that help us?”“Maybe I can get some of the kids around
town to talk to me. One of them might have heard something.”“Forgive me for being blunt,” she
said, “but are you really going to do this, or are you just trying to get out of paying the hundred
and fifty dollars for Brady?”I opened my wallet and drew out three hundred in cash. “Here,” I said.
“Use this to help pay Crispy’s vet bills.”* * *When she was gone, Johnny Rivers heralded a call
from McCracken.“Morning, boss.”“Any progress on the bank heist?”“A little,” I said, and filled him
in. “The gunman knew how to avoid the security cameras, so he must have spent some time
casing the place.”“Or had an accomplice do it for him,” he said. “Be good if you could wrap this
one up quick, because we just landed a major client.”“And who would that be?”“The New
England Patriots.”“Really? What do they want?”“Don’t know yet. A couple of front-office types
are coming down for a meet early Monday afternoon. Can you make it?”“Wouldn’t miss it.”After
we finished up, I sat at my desk and printed the color photos I’d downloaded from Ragsdale’s
computer. Then I carried my laptop out to the porch and did an online search for society events
held in Newport the weekend before the bank heist.I found only one, a fund-raising soiree for the
Newport Preservation Society. It had been held at the Breakers, the seventy-room monument to
bad taste and conspicuous consumption that New York Central Railroad chairman Cornelius
Vanderbilt II erected in the 1890s.Attendees and the organization’s official photographer had
posted a lot of photos. As I flipped through them, Brady climbed onto the porch and rested his
head in my lap. It took me nearly a half hour to find what I was looking for.5Next morning, I
scraped a headless gull from my porch, dropped it into a plastic grocery bag, and tossed it into
my trash can. Then I settled into my Adirondack with the morning’s second cup of coffee and
watched a tanker plow its way through the chop toward the Port of Providence.I was idly
wondering what the tabby was doing with the all those heads when the intercom buzzed.
Someone was seeking admittance at the electronic gate I’d had installed at the top of my
driveway. The rich aren’t the only ones who value their privacy. Bookmakers do, too.Going off the
grid is next to impossible in our interconnected world, but I wasn’t about to make it easy for
strangers to nose around in my business. I used the detective agency as my mailing address,
registered my car under the company name, made most purchases with cash, and stuck to
untraceable prepaid cell phones. According to the Jamestown tax rolls, my cottage was owned
by a shell corporation with no paper trail leading back to me. I’d told only a handful of people
where I lived.I entered the kitchen, tapped the call button on the wireless intercom, ascertained
the name of the visitor, and punched the remote to open the gate. I closed it a moment later
when I heard tires crunch on my long crushed-stone drive. I’d just stepped back outside when a
red Mazda CX-5 braked to a stop behind my Mustang, and Tracy, the woman from the animal
shelter, climbed out.As I skipped down the porch steps to greet her, she gave me a wave,



opened the rear hatch, and let Brady leap out. The big guy raised his nose and sniffed the air.
Then he bounded off at full gallop, scattering a covey of quail in the meadow of saw grass and
wildflowers I left unmowed in the long stretch between the street and the house.“Good morning,
Mr. Mulligan.”“Drop the ‘mister,’ and just call me Mulligan.”“Not Liam?”“Never.”“But why? It’s a
lovely name.”“Bad memories,” I said. “I was named after my grandfather, a Providence policeman
who was shot dead on the job.”“Oh! I’m so sorry.”“It was a long time ago, Tracy.”As we climbed
the stairs to the porch, Brady barked. He sounded joyful.“Let’s let him run for a while,” she said.
“He didn’t have much chance to do that at the shelter.”“Can I get you a cup of coffee?”“No, thank
you. Do you mind if I have a look around?”Before I could answer, she opened the screen door
and stepped into the kitchen. I sat back in the porch chair and let her prowl the house. It was a
good ten minutes before she returned.“I noticed your gun case,” she said, a note of disapproval
in her voice. “Two handguns and a shotgun. Do you hunt?”“Only humans.”“Well, then,” she said.
“This is certainly a fine place for a big dog, but I do have a concern. The property is fenced on
three sides, but there’s no barrier between the house and the water.”As if to make her point,
Brady tore around the corner of the house and dashed down the steep grade to my dock, where
the twenty-six-foot Sundowner I’d picked up secondhand was tied up. He stared into the water
for a moment and then plunged in.“I doubt the big guy’s going to drown, Tracy.”“Of course not.
But he could come out of the water half a mile from here.”“Brady, come!” I shouted. He paddled
to shore, shook himself, climbed onto the porch, and sat on my feet, soaking my Reeboks.I
plucked the cell phone from my pocket and placed a call. “Eddie? It’s Mulligan. Yeah, the electric
gate is working fine, but I’ve got another job. Can you run about two hundred feet of chain link
across the back of my property between the house and the water? And I’ll need a gate big
enough to tow my boat through. Sometime next month would be great. Thanks.”“Okay, then,”
Tracy said. “You’ve got yourself a dog.”“Thank you.”“What about Crispy? Have you made any
progress?”“The police chief showed me what he has on the three dog burnings, but it isn’t
much,” I said. “Apparently no one saw anything.”“Is he going to do something about it?”“Not
much he can do unless a witness comes forward the next time somebody torches a pooch.
Chief Ragsdale is mad as hell about this, Tracy. He likes dogs. Has two Border collies of his own.
But you were right. It’s not a high priority for him.”“Is there anything you can do?”“No guarantees,
but I’m going to look into it.”“How?”“Creeps who torture animals are usually teenagers,” I said.
“When they get older and wiser, most of them stop because they’re afraid of getting
caught.”“What about the ones who don’t stop?”“Some of them graduate to human
prey.”“Jesus!”“Yeah.”“How does knowing that help us?”“Maybe I can get some of the kids around
town to talk to me. One of them might have heard something.”“Forgive me for being blunt,” she
said, “but are you really going to do this, or are you just trying to get out of paying the hundred
and fifty dollars for Brady?”I opened my wallet and drew out three hundred in cash. “Here,” I said.
“Use this to help pay Crispy’s vet bills.”* * *When she was gone, Johnny Rivers heralded a call
from McCracken.“Morning, boss.”“Any progress on the bank heist?”“A little,” I said, and filled him
in. “The gunman knew how to avoid the security cameras, so he must have spent some time



casing the place.”“Or had an accomplice do it for him,” he said. “Be good if you could wrap this
one up quick, because we just landed a major client.”“And who would that be?”“The New
England Patriots.”“Really? What do they want?”“Don’t know yet. A couple of front-office types
are coming down for a meet early Monday afternoon. Can you make it?”“Wouldn’t miss it.”After
we finished up, I sat at my desk and printed the color photos I’d downloaded from Ragsdale’s
computer. Then I carried my laptop out to the porch and did an online search for society events
held in Newport the weekend before the bank heist.I found only one, a fund-raising soiree for the
Newport Preservation Society. It had been held at the Breakers, the seventy-room monument to
bad taste and conspicuous consumption that New York Central Railroad chairman Cornelius
Vanderbilt II erected in the 1890s.Attendees and the organization’s official photographer had
posted a lot of photos. As I flipped through them, Brady climbed onto the porch and rested his
head in my lap. It took me nearly a half hour to find what I was looking for.6“I directed that bitch
not to give you my name,” Ellington Cargill said.“Directed? Unless you own Pell Savings and
Trust, Mildred Carson doesn’t work for you.”“It’s not currently among my holdings,” Cargill said,
“but perhaps I should arrange a hostile takeover so I can have the pleasure of discharging
her.”“Don’t bother,” I said. “I didn’t get your name from her.”6“I directed that bitch not to give you
my name,” Ellington Cargill said.“Directed? Unless you own Pell Savings and Trust, Mildred
Carson doesn’t work for you.”“It’s not currently among my holdings,” Cargill said, “but perhaps I
should arrange a hostile takeover so I can have the pleasure of discharging her.”“Don’t bother,” I
said. “I didn’t get your name from her.”
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MovieGuy, “The Dread Line is a Real Page Turner ! Do not Miss this Book.. The Dread Line is
the latest book written by Bruce DeSilva featuring the character, Liam Mulligan. In the first 4
books Mulligan was a wrier for the Providence Journal newspaper. Mulligan was the cracker jack
newspaperman who stayed with a story until he uncovered all of the facts of a good investigative
newspaper article. By the end of the 4th book, Mulligan has been let go from the paper due to
budget cuts and the reality of the newspaper business. In The Dread Line Mulligan is a part time
detective working for an agency, an occasional writer for an online paper called The Ocean
State Rag and he is running a bookie operation for a friend. Mulligan and his detective agency
has been hired by the New England Patriots to research a prospective draft pick. Does the
football player have any problems that would prohibit a NFL team from drafting him ? The Dread
Line is the term that NFL teams have to pick a player.( They are on the clock!!)I really enjoyed
this book. DeSilva does a great job juggling several plotlines throughout the book. Several of the
characters that DeSilva featured in the 4 previous books are part of The Dread Line. One of the
stories that I liked was how Mulligan's lawyer girlfriend working thru her firm, turns the bookie
operation into a legal business.Highly recommended.”

Michael Haskins, “DeSilva takes his character out of the box and that keeps him fresh. Bruce
DeSilva's 5th book in his series featuring Liam Mulligan is a page-turner that I couldn't put done
until I was finished! Most writers of series will tell you after a few books it becomes 'difficult' to
keep the story-line and characters fresh. DeSilva doesn't seem to have that problem! He has
taken his series character Mulligan 'out of the box' while keeping Mulligan's quirky, charming
character fresh. He even manages to keep Mulligan's toes in the lowering stream of journalism.
DeSilva's use of a strong female character and love interest of Mulligan's is done smoothly and,
as in life, Mulligan wouldn't be as successful in his adventures without her! Liam Mulligan has to
be one of today's great characters in mystery fiction! And DeSilva is one of the those writers you
use to judge other mystery writers by. And rightfully so! A book worth spending the day inside or
even outside, weather permitting, reading and it goes well with a good cigar and a little
Jameson's.”

ChuckR, “The Dread Line is sure not dreadful.. I grab Bruce DeSilva's books as soon as they
come out. Not just a detective novel, DeSilva brings a special New England flavor to his writing,
much like Carl Hiaassen and Randy White with their books on Florida. This particular novel is
centered on Jamestown, a small town in the middle of the entrance of Narragansett Bay in RI,
with action extending into Providence, Warren and Newport and a little into Boston. His main
character is an ex journalist for a RI newspaper, part time detective, bookie and Boston Red Sox
fan. DeSilva tells a good tale and he is worth the read.”

Milt Andrus, “I like the insights into the newspaper business and its decline .... An entertaining



story with several plot lines. My usual goal for reading is entertainment and I was entertained. I
like the insights into the newspaper business and its decline in deSilva's stories. Characters are
believable and interesting. I also learned some about the Rhode Island environment. I
recommend it to all who enjoy crime stories especially from a reporter's perspective.”

Ellen Hogan, “The Dreadline is terrific!. DeSilva is a terrific writer. His characters are strong,
realistic, and sympathetic. A literate reporter/detective. City government officials that are all too
real. Crime figures that figure criminally. And sports. Yeah, "sports" is a character here. Plot?
Holy Hootis. This guy can write! The setting of the book is Little Rhody, and anyone who has
lived there knows exactly where the story is taking place. This is crime fiction at its tip-
top.Spenser lovers will not be disappointed. There isn't a superfluous word in this novel.”

Fred, “Starts off a little slow, but rewards those who stick with it. Not the typical Bruce DeSilva in
that this one starts off a little slow for first 20 to 40 pages and then picks up steam. This has
several mysteries going on at the same time, some tied into the whole, some not. Lots of
interesting characters. The hero is entering a new phase of his life. This is a good series to read
in order so you understand the relationships.”

Chester Bennett, “Thoroughly Enjoyable Book. This was the first of Bruce DeSilva's books that I
have read. It will definitely not be the last. Lots of twists and turns and filled with action. His
characters are genuinely believable, each of them have their faults which just serves to make
them more believable.  The storyline is fun and entertaining.”

Michael S. Pinto, “Fun Read. Enjoyable read. Well thought out. Especially interesting for NFL
fans. If you liked to read Bill Tapply, I think you will like The Dread Line.”

The book by Bruce DeSilva has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 56 people have provided feedback.
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